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This 2020 annual report is written at a
time when our country, South Africa, is in
its third wave of the COVID-19 pandemic.
With inflections increasing daily, the ANCled government of President Ramaphosa
has introduced new restrictions to curb
the further spread of the virus. It is also
painstakingly trying to roll out vaccines to
stave off the pandemic.

Chairperson’s Report

Lungisile Ntsebeza
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What became clear at the outset of the pandemic
and continues to be evident is that the COVID-19
epidemic has exposed the limitations of South
Africa’s post-1994 democracy. Very little has been
achieved to address the critical issue of racialized
poverty in the country. The pandemic has brought
to the fore principally dire and vast inequalities. The
country has earned for itself the dubious distinction
of being the most unequal society in the world.
This was first announced in the 2018 World Bank
Report, well before the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic. As is now widely acknowledged, the
pandemic has worsened the situation, with an
alarming unemployment rate, a time bomb that is
mainly affecting women and the youth.
Most of the poor in South Africa live in informal
settlements in the cities and small towns, where
conditions are appalling and characterised by
overcrowding, lack of access to clean water
and poor sanitation. According to Abahlali
BaseMjondolo, an organisation of shack dwellers
boasting a membership of about 70,000 people,
an average room in the informal settlements
“has no water, no toilet and no refrigeration”.
Most live a hand to mouth existence. The rest of
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the poor can be found in the former bantustans.
Overcrowding may not be an issue in these areas,
but the main problem is lack of job opportunities
and access to land that people can use to make
a living by growing crops and breeding livestock.
Lack of delivery of basic services, particularly
water and maintenance of infrastructure is a
key problem that characterises these areas. On
commercial farms, farm workers live in appalling
conditions, continue to be exploited by farmers
and forever face evictions without any guarantee
of alternative land.
In many ways, it is the failure of the democratic
state to resolve the land question in the country
that is at the heart of the vast inequalities and
poverty in South Africa. Added to this is the
disastrous performance of the South African
municipalities in their key tasks of providing
services, crucially, with the onset of the pandemic,
the provision of water. The availability of water is
critical in the government strategy of combating
the virus. While most of these municipalities face
human capacity problems, their administrators
and councillors are known to marginalize citizens
who could complement capacity shortfalls. They
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do so to create room for corruption in the form of
kickbacks and cadre deployment.
The above is the context within which organisations
and popular movements such as the Trust for
Community Outreach and Educations (TCOE) and
the Inyanda Land Rights Movement (Inyanda)
had to operate throughout 2020. As is known, the
epidemic broke out in the open in March 2020. Its
impact has been overwhelming. There have been
steep learning curves as communities that the
TCOE and Inyanda work with, mainly in remote
villages, had to learn new ways of organizing and
connecting with each other. Virtual meetings, with
all the challenges that go with these such as poor
network, became the norm.
Despite these challenges, and as is shown in this
report, popular movements including Inyanda
Land Rights Movement and all its local members,
the Rural Women’s Assembly as well as the farm
worker structures have all continued to function
and defend the rights and interests of their
members. They gradually made serious efforts to
build new forms of solidarity, in an atmosphere
filled with hope and a new humanity. The
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composition of the membership of TCOE and
Inyanda is diverse. With respect to land, some
members, mainly those on farms and informal
settlements are landless, while others, particularly
those in the rural areas of the former reserves
have small plots of land and access to communal
grazing land. There is also a small number,
holders of quitrent titles and beneficiaries of the
land reform programme that owns large pieces
of land of up to over 2,000 hectares.
Given that the membership is not homogeneous,
it will be important in this three-year cycle for
reports to give a clear picture of the activities of
each of the above groups and how the groups
relate with each other. I am particularly interested
in the group that owns land, as I see this as a
space where our vision that is propelled by the
philosophy of food sovereignty can be tested.
Let me wrap up this report with the proverb:
every cloud has a silver lining.
Lungisile Ntsebeza
Chairperson
22 July 2021.
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“We won’t go back to normality,
because normality was the problem.”

Lungisa Huna

Introduction:
This annual report starts with a report
from the national office and provides an
overview of the work of the TCOE Collective
for the year 2020.
In the first section of the annual report, the
directors of the TCOE locate the work, the
organizational achievements and obstacles
in broader contextual challenges in the
country and beyond.
The flow of the annual report includes
overviews of all the workstreams:
Movement Building; Food sovereignty
and Rural Democratisation. Each of these
work streams include the work of the
organisation as we build and strengthen
the Rural Women’s Assembly (RWA);
Inyanda National Land Rights Movement
and work with farm workers.
C o - o r d i n at o r ’ s R e p o r t

Mercia Andrews
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Despite the many challenges we
also tried to be optimistic in that we
argued that it was a moment for us to
reflect, pause and in a philosophical
manner rebuild. We saw the “dark
period” as an opportunity for us to
reinvent our relationship with each
other, the earth, and all that call planet
home. If there ever was the time
needing our collective imagination
and action, it is now. If there ever was
a time demanding us to build on the
innovations of local food producers around the
world, it is now.

Building alternatives in the
moment of crisis
We live in an extraordinary time in global history.
By now it sounds like a common clique but the
year 2020 will be remembered globally as the
year of the COVID pandemic. The year of trauma
and fear and crisis.
Since the time of the official announcement of
the novel coronavirus in Wuhan in early 2020, the
world as we know it has changed significantly.
COVID 19 (C-19) impacted on all aspects of our
lives. This profound and unprecedented global
crisis has simply exacerbated pre-existent
systemic forms of patriarchal inequalities,
oppressions, racism, violence and discrimination,
everywhere.
The overwhelming impacts of the pandemic,
not just on people’s health, but also on the
economy and social relations, continues to expose
heightened conflicts of interests behind the push
for immediate responses and long-term plans. The
key lesson of this dark period that anyone should
see, understand and learn from is that the politics
that created the economic system that only values
the market, exacerbated those impacts.
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The C-19 pandemic has uncovered the structural
vulnerabilities and weaknesses of our food systems.
It showed the corporate control of seeds, markets,
food production and food distribution. The decades
of neo-liberal privatisation of health services, erosion
of public health and the decades -long erosion of
our social protection and welfare systems have
all become visible. Nothing has become more
transparent than the hand of big pharma and how
it continues to place profits and control over patents
and technology over the survival and wellness
of humanity. The inherited structural colonial
deprivation and grabbing of natural resources of the
global south simply continues.
Now, more than a year has passed since the
beginning of the pandemic, and now many
countries —continue to experience new waves
of the COVID pandemic. This year, India and Brazil
have seen some of the worst outbreaks yet. The
impact of the surging number of cases across
Africa, Asia and Latin America is compounded by
the current global inequities in vaccine distribution
and access to healthcare, further deepening
inequalities and exacerbating scarcities.
These scarcities that were so evident during
the early phase when countries scrambled for
beds, PPE , hospital beds and oxygen are also
visible in the roll out of the vaccines and the
vaccination plans, the resources to purchase
vaccines and the technology and infra-structure
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to produce the vaccines. This moment highlights
the North -South divides at any levels. Vaccines
“nationalism”, vaccine hoarding and profiteering
are evident everywhere. Whilst roll outs have
been implemented in most countries in the
North, many countries in Africa will probably only
start doing so at the end of 2021, if we are lucky.
In South Africa, to date only 1, 2million citizens
have been vaccinated.
Alongside the pandemic, we have also seen
increased levels of unemployment, hunger,
unpaid care work and gender-based violence in
the public and private spheres. Though we cannot
yet see the end of the pandemic and its impact,
we do see that communities are mobilizing to
face this crisis.

Climate Change
In a recent poll by Globescan (Sept 2020) on
climate change many of the poor countries
expressed a strong view that the same political
will that has been demonstrated in tackling COVID
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19 should be used to tackle climate change. This
would certainly have an impact globally. The poll
also states “that people the world over remain
very concerned about climate change, despite
the pandemic and its subsequent economic
impact.”
Covid is a symptom of the same extractive
system that has caused climate change and one
of the many shocks that rural communities must
now endure. Severe droughts and unpredictable
rainfall have affected crop production, prompting
several SADC countries to declare drought
emergencies. Devastating flooding, tropical
storms and cyclones have occurred in several
SADC countries.
South Africa, especially the north of the country
has continued to experience ongoing droughts
followed by floods and this has particularly
impacted on the lives and livelihoods of small
scale farmers.
In the Eastern Cape, the water crisis is more acute.
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The levels of dams are very low. However, the
water crisis in the Eastern Cape and Limpopo are
both as a result of the drought but also due to
mismanagement of our water sources and system.
Organising farming communities and citizens
to adapt to new ways of managing water,
waste, forests etc is not straight forward. Many
environmentalists are calling for a “just transition”
and raising many real concerns however, they
have to be very conscious that reality is going
to be difficult, and especially so because it will
require a deep, honest and meaningful discussion
between
community,
labour
and
“environmentalists” to shift consciousness and
understanding of the drivers of climate change
(rise in Green- House- Gases), global warming etc.
Today international governments, our own
government through the National Planning
Commission and various departments, NGOs of
varying persuasions, funders and even private
corporations all invoke the “just transition”. Yet
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there is very limited public awareness raising.
Government itself does nothing to shift to
renewable energy, provide public transport etc.
Mining and extractivism, including extensive
mining of the oceans, are what is creating
the climate crisis. Deepening poverty and
unemployment and the need for jobs is what is
creating “legitimacy” And many of these actors
are crowding into Mpumalanga to get in on what
they anticipate will be the action. But we must
remember that whatever happens will depend
on the “transformative potential” that “will only
come into the process if it is brought in by the
community and by labour, hopefully working
together”, and should not just be attempted to
be delivered from above, or blue printed from
elsewhere.
Already small scale farmers and peasant
movements have started to promote the ideas
and practices linked to food/ seed sovereignty
and agro-ecology.
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Austerity, corruption and
deepening inequality
The Treasury in the country has continued to
“tighten the belts” for everyone in the country
except to cut the wage bill of the government.
The government continues to implement neoliberal macro -economic policies as it squeezes
the wage bill of the civil servants. This presents a
further threat to an already ailing and crumbling
health service, further cuts in posts of hospital
staff ( nurses and community health workers)and
teachers will spell more disaster.
The Treasury aims to make a “saving” by cutting
the civil service wage bill by 30 billion rand – whilst
pouring billions into State Owned Enterprises
that have been stripped bare through corruption
of an elite with very close ruling party links. There
also remains a hesitancy to increase the taxes of
corporations and the rich.
Sadly an unemployment that is over 40% is
not yet viewed as a national crisis. Not only
is unemployment over 40% more and more
young people, especially young women just
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cannot find work. The problem in South Africa
is not only unemployment, it is both a structural
underemployment and unemployment. The
numbers of working poor continue to rise as
we see higher levels of deindustrialisation,
externalisation of work and privatisation of
public services and goods.
Annually the government speaks of creating a
new National Development Plan to assist the
country to deal with job creation. However, major
aspects such as land reform/ land redistribution
have almost ground to a halt, moreover, the
recent budget of the treasury also slashed the
budget for land reform. The country’s debt
meanwhile has also increased and the debt
repayment burden weighs heavily on the fiscus.

Failing and dysfunctional
rural governance:
There has been a decline in clean municipal
audits from 14 per cent nationally in the 20162017 financial year, to 8 per cent in 2017-2018.
Consequently, only 18 out of 257 municipalities
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have achieved clean audits during the 20172018 financial year. In 2020, this situation has
worsened.
Slack or no implementation and “even disregard
of the audit offices recommendations” are some
of the causes of the deterioration. Some of the
manifestations of this deterioration is the loss of
municipal funds through irregular expenditure.
Central to the challenges of municipalities is the
lack of accountability and transparency of the
councillors and municipal officials. Moreover,
resistance of the councillors and officials to allow
the involvement of residents and organs of civil
society in municipal decision-making processes
worsens the situation.
The marginalisation of residents and organs
of civil society happens even though both the
South African Constitution and the Municipal
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Systems Act call for community involvement in
government’s decision-making processes, like the
IDP (Integrated Development Plan) and budgetary
process, etc. We need to reposition communities
in decision-making structures and spaces where
they can articulate their needs and interests.
In the coming years we will tackle the local
municipalities – we will develop ways of working
and co-create alternatives to the IDP and spatial
plans that are not effective tools. We want to
monitor the budgets and the issue of services and
infrastructure in many rural areas. The municipalities
also have access to land and this is another arena to
monitor and pressurise for farmers.
The institution of traditional authorities is
equally undemocratic as it consists of mostly
unelected members. Moreover, emerging
policies continue to perpetuate undemocratic
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practices in the institution. The 60/40 per cent
representation between chief appointees and
elected members in traditional councils is
maintained. Women are still under-represented
in traditional councils which maintain
patriarchal relations, and youth are completely
excluded. Furthermore, traditional authorities
have been given more powers which include
the power to allocate and administer land;
the power to investigate, prosecute and pass
judgement on cases; as well as the power to
enter into partnerships and agreements with
private investors, government institutions and
individuals, leading to corrupt practices and
destruction of the commons.

Food insecurity, hungry and
the need for transformation
of the food system:
The Covid-19 pandemic and the lockdown
revealed the vulnerability of people, from smallscale farmers to street traders, who have no
large reserves and are not covered by corporate
insurance services when they cannot produce.
We have already stressed the depth of the
unemployment and underemployment in the
country and presently over 14 million people
are dependent on social welfare. For millions of
school children, the meal, however inadequate,
received at school as part of the school feed
scheme, is often the most substantial meal for
the day. It is clear that an appropriate social
safety net is needed to ensure that immediate
needs of very poor households are met in times
of crisis and they are able to resume activities
again after such shocks. The present food system
from production, processing, distribution to
retail is controlled by a very small cartel of global
companies such as Nestle, Pepsi -Co. In South
Africa, Tiger Brands and Pioneer Foods are some
of the biggest companies.
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Government does little to promote transformation
of the monopolisation of the food system- the
best example of this is the manner in which the
state has organised the grant payment system.
It is not set up in a way that ensures that the
recipients of the grants buy from small producers
and local markets rather it facilitates the capture
of a large part of the finance by large supermarket
groups. The means by which recipients access
these funds needs to favour spending locally,
with local shops and street traders so that more
is done to stimulate local economic activities.
There is even an encroachment of these large
players into the local markets as well as remote
villages. Local fresh food markets hardly exist.
Much of the local markets, It is urgent that we
strengthen the small farmers sector so that
we create local decentralised food markets
and thereby deconstruct the concentration of
ownership of food production; however, it cannot
happen unless we have access to land in rural
and urban areas.
The promotion and practice of agroecology is
key. Not only is agro-ecology key in redefining our
relationship to nature, it is also key in changing
the social relations of production in agriculture.
One of the implications of this is a reshuffling of
the wealth produced and a regaining of control
at local levels.

National Coordination:
2020 was an
extraordinary year
The restrictions, the severe lockdowns and
health protocols that were introduced by the
SouthAfrican government to “flatten the curve”,
meant we had to rethink, re-plan and develop
new methods of working. It also forced us to
quickly overcome the skills gaps that exist
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amongst staff and envisage different ways to stay
connected to the communities and the partners
that we work with.
The TCOE experience is probably not unique
globally, but for the marginalised, rural, poor farm
workers it meant a great deal of new learnings. For
the TCOE it has meant that we had to quickly review
our plans and strategies given that the organisation
works mainly in the rural areas, on farms and coastal
villages of South Africa and beyond.
By December 2020, we have managed to
organise tens of virtual meetings, with villagers
and farm workers sitting in very remote areas,
participating in webinars, sending stories and
voice notes to us. We struggled to connect
and bridge the digital divides that are so often
taken for granted. Bridging the digital divide
was not straightforward because it also meant
dealing with the lack of basic equipment such as
smartphones, computers and access to wifi.
Certainly, early on in 2020, the organisation had
to roll up its sleeves and assist with filling in gaps
as governments demanded that everyone should
be wearing a mask and wash hands with soap or
sanitise. For many, access to water, soap or masks
were luxuries.
We mobilised all our partners to create systems
of self-sufficiency by getting small -scale farmers
to sell; share seeds, set up local food markets
and donate fresh produce to the women that
had set up soup kitchens. Local markets were
organised and the start of local food hubs were
established. The TCOE was able to organise
hundreds of food hampers that supported
vulnerable households.
Throughout 2020 the TCOE and the popular
organisations and movements that we work with
reflected on the challenges in the communities
and how the organisation could support people
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through the overwhelming nature of the
Coronavirus-19 (C-19) and the impact of the
pandemic on all aspects of our lives. The isolation,
the fear and loss of income and livelihoods
created a great deal of stress. But also the increase
in domestic violence and mental health.
This annual report is testimony to the ways in
which the organisation continued to organise
and be present, visible and mobilise alongside
the rural poor.
The challenge of holding the TCOE Collective
together was quite stressful. Despite all these
objective problems, we also organised an external
evaluation, completed a strategic plan and
managing to ensure that we kept a national staff
team well and motivated. This we had to do whilst
also motivating and encouraging our partners
to organise, stay connected, support the local
structures and membership organisations and
challenge the lack of services and dysfunctionality
of many municipalities where we operate.
Our Rural Legal Centre (RLC) in Robertson stayed
open and continued to fight and push back farm
evictions. CSAAWU kept its operations going by
establishing task teams and creating learning
and communication hubs. Everyone had to try
and link up via phone, or computer. New webs of
connectivity were unfolded.
By December, the TCOE organised its first national
meeting. This was indeed a great occasion,
because for the first time in months we gathered
in solidarity. The farmer workers also organised
area meetings and by the end of year could
actually claim an increase in membership.
The RWA consolidated its base and organised
vibrant meetings, exchanges and workshops and
solidarity actions.
In Limpopo, Mopani farmer Association reached
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new farmers in new rural towns such as Tzaneen
where Mopani has managed to outreach to
at least five villages namely, Mokwakwaila,
Kgapane, Ga-Madipane, Relela and Motupa.
This is a very important move towards growing
the membership of the association. Although
there are many farm workers, especially seasonal
workers in the districts this hurdle remains an
obstacle to cross. COVID conditions have not
made it easy.

Re-organising our work:
Working with restrictions meant that there
were numerous changes that we had to make,
this was mainly in work methodology, in ways
of engaging and working in communities. We
managed successfully to retain and strengthen
collaboration and alliance with all our partners
and the constituencies where we work.
Immediately after the first period of the
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restrictions and the lockdown announcements,
we also made big efforts to raise awareness of
the pandemic and all the health protocols that
had to be put in place. To this end, we produced
pamphlets, posters and assisted in getting masks,
soap and sanitisers distributed to our partners.
The RWA (Rural Women’s Assembly) organised
a number of virtual workshops on soap making;
making sanitisers and make-shift water decanters.
We consulted all our partners and developed an
online strategy to interact with all our partners.
We also initiated an internal communication
audit. This audit was really quite important in
allowing us to understand how to communicate
with our partners and how to develop a process
of two-way discussions. We have attached the
report on the audit.
We also worked with CSAAWU to develop creative
ways of organising and involving shop-stewards
in awareness raising meetings and in the key
decision-making processes of the union. We did
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extra fund-raising to acquire smartphones for 25
shop-stewards and a data projector for meetings.
We assisted all the popular associations,
including the RWA, to understand how Zoom
works. All these strategies and processes
assisted us to involve local leaders in many
workshops,
discussions
and
decisionmaking virtually. Some of these activities
were challenging and very time-consuming.
We quickly learnt that we should not make
communities choose between buying a loaf of
bread or buying data so as to join a meeting.
Many meetings with the union were in the
evenings and over weekends.
We also mobilised localised solidarity actions
and in hundreds of ways, big and small, people
gathered together to support each other
through acts of mutual aid and solidarity. We
Locally partners were collecting, giving and
rebuilding solidarity and we saw “resurgence of
reciprocity”. Very poor farm workers in CSAAWU
organised hampers for retired farm workers, the
old, the sickly etc.
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Farmers in the Inyanda Land Rights Movement,
Mawubuye and Mopani farmers assisted us
by donating produce for the food baskets, but
we also bought some produce from the small
farmers, seeds from the women etc. All these
strategies assisted us to sustain the work and
support communities. We struggled to reach farflung communities. Often there was no electricity,
internet connections and money for data.
One of the other projects that we introduced was
the establishment of an SMS helpline for women
to link with us to report gender -based violence
and for farm workers and rural poor to report
evictions, etc.
Internally in the TCOE, we assisted staff to
use laptops, we also asked staff to get linked
to wireless, and developed a routine of staff
meetings and processes to ensure staff and
partners remained connected and working
together.
The most challenging for the organisation was
to conduct the external evaluation, do strategic
planning and create a new three -year plan of
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work. In early December 2020, we were able to
host a 5-day Feminist School that reached 130
women from 9 countries. In South Africa 20
women could participate with their sisters in the
SADC region.
Farmers in the Inyanda Land Rights Movement,
Mawubuye and Mopani farmers assisted us
by donating produce for the food baskets, but
we also bought some produce from the small
farmers, seeds from the women etc. All these
strategies assisted us to sustain the work and
support communities. We struggled to reach farflung communities. Often there was no electricity,
internet connections and money for data.

National External
evaluation and strategic
plan:
Internal Review:
By mid-2020 we initiated an internal review
process. We invited all the staff to reflect on their
work and the challenges they encountered. This
was a really powerful moment of reflection and
internal retrospection for everyone. We had
invited all the staff to reflect on their roles, to
speak to the vision, mission and objectives of the
organisation in the past five years, how their role
impacted on the lives of the rural poor and what
they thought had to change in the TCOE going
forward.
Together with some members of the National
Board of Trustees (NBOT) we set up a small task
team that could analyse the contributions of
the staff and develop strategies to deal with the
internal challenges.
Three key issues emerged:
•

There was a great deal of stress amongst
staff of the period - many were concerned
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•

•

about resources and whether the TCOE
(NGOs in General) would survive the crisis.
There was an overwhelming view by
the senior staff (management level) of
very long days, being overworked and a
shortage of staff.
Most of the staff were of the view that the
organisation contributed to strengthening
local movements and was having an
impact.

External Evaluation:
By the end of May we had appointed a consultancy
to undertake the external evaluation. We realised
that it would be extremely difficult given the
COVID restrictions and the team would not be
able to do site visits and interviews etc. By the
end of July, the external evaluation had managed
to complete its task and present us with an
evaluation report. The evaluation was done
entirely in the virtual space, using a combination
of online technologies, and was subject to
respondent access to the technologies, which
varied depending on location, access to data and
bandwidth.
The findings and outcomes of the external
evaluation report showed that TCOE remains
highly relevant and has been effective in
supporting and building movements, in its
political training and support, in campaign
development, resistance processes, in creating
spaces for women to self-organise and grow
in their own right, and in consolidating its
national infrastructure, human resources and
work modalities. The evaluator made the point
that: “TCOE scores very high when it comes to
relevance to context, to the struggles, systems
and issues that need to be fought, and the
appropriateness of it’s strategies and responses.
The TCOE’s work in organising and building
the RWA was recognised as an important
achievement.
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There is a wealth of evidence to suggest that
impacts were made and achieved over the years
2018 to 2020. Compelling evidence is shared
about impacts, the stories of change and where a
difference was made.
One of the future tasks that the TCOE has to
improve on is the view that TCOE under-reports
its achievements and successes and this should
change. TCOE needs to be bold about its
interventions and processes, needs to actively
own its movement building intellectual capital
and experience, and needs to share these on
local and global platforms.

based on the theory that associations/local
organisations are spaces where local struggles
and resistance can be organised and where self
organisation can be catalysed.”

Overall Objective:
A transformed land and agrarian sector with
concrete alternatives for sustainable livelihoods
and democratised governance, where rural
people are capable, have voice and agency to
protect the commons and their rights.

Strategic Priorities:

Strategic planning:
Not only did we facilitate the external evaluation,
the organisation also organised its strategic
planning on-line. We gathered together as
staff, trustees and representatives from all the
partners together for 4 days. Colleagues and
local leaders assembled four locations across the
country, with over 80 participants joining the
strategic planning for the four days. It was really
challenging because the external facilitator got
infected with COVID 19 and this meant that the
two co-directors had to lead the process.
This collaborative effort allowed the TCOE to be
directed for the 2021-2024 forward looking plan
by the partners that it works with.

Some of the outcomes
were as follows:
The TCOE will remain a learning organisation,
refining its role to be more strategic, as it
accompanies the movement building process.

1. Movement building as a cross-cutting
strategy
2. Land access and use for Food Sovereignty
3. Democratisation of Governance
The external evaluation and the strategic plan
formed the basis of the new direction of the
organisation for the coming period.

Rebuilding the media
As already said, developing strong internal
systems of communication and media were
essential for building and sustaining connectivity
across the organisation and with the partners. We
have to bring two new staff members on board to
support the RWA in Southern Africa and a media
officer for South Africa.
We undertook a communication audit as a way
of understanding how our partners (members)
engage with information such as our newsletter
and public statements, etc. Below is a snapshot
of one of the results:

The organisation reviewed its Theory of Change
and concurred that “movement building and
support for communities to build popular
associations and grassroots movements is

•
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•

Participants: farm workers, dwellers,
farmers, fishers, educators and activists.
95% of members participating in the
survey do have access to electricity

•
•
•
•
•

70% have a smartphone
67% of participants have strong and
consistent network coverage
33% have poor and inconsistent network
5% of participants have access to Wi-Fi on
a regular basis
99% of participants use data to access
social media

It was clear from the results of the communication
that restructuring and developing media that
is useful and appropriate remains a challenge.
There is a real need to continue to explore ways
of engaging, exchanging ideas and sharing
information with the partners of the TCOE.
The review of the general media of the TCOE was
also undertaken and the organisation was asked
to relook at many aspects such the website, the
branding and multi-media social platforms.
The new media coordinator was critical of the
TCOE’s lack of a clear brand. It was felt that the
attempts made at creating were piecemeal and
outdated. It was agreed that before embarking
on any other aspect of communications, it is
essential that we establish the TCOE brand.
In relation to our social media there were
some critical observations. TCOE’s social media
is currently inactive. The Twitter account in
particular has not been used for many years,
and it is clear that there is a lack of curation and
management on the Facebook page. It is clear
that social media content creation and curation,
as well as community management have
not been a priority in the past. It is extremely
important that we change this as we try to
increase TCOE’s external media profile. Social
media is necessary to build the public profile of
TCOE, which is greatly lacking.
The COVID situation meant that media and
communication strategy had to be thoroughly
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overalled and that greater attention to this aspect
was required.

Staff development and
capacity building:
We facilitated a number of
different capacity
building activities:
A series of online and face to face capacity building
training was conducted with specific focusing for
field practitioners and movement representatives.
It is an opportunity for community facilitators
and associations of Inyanda leadership to explore
the key elements of a facilitative action learning
approach in their social change practices, to learn
more consciously and collectively from their
experiences. Other staff and activists participated
in the communication and conflict resolution for
activists online capacity building activities.
This remains an essential aspect of our internal
learning and development of praxis. The
organisation is shifting and growing therefore
staff and movement leaders capacities has to be
enhanced and matched to meet the changing
reality and work demands.

Strengthening rural
women’s activism by
building the
Rural Women’s Assembly:
One of the exciting developments of the TCOE’s
work in the past year was the consolidation of
the Rural Women’s Assembly in South Africa.
Despite the fact that the coordination of the RWA
Southern Africa is located in the TCOE National
Office who is the elected fiscal agent, the RWA
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South Africa was slow to cohere. However, in the
last period, the RWA South Africa managed to
push forward and grow, through self -organised
local activities in Limpopo, Free State, Northern
Cape, Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Gauteng and
North West province.
The RWA South Africa has prioritised Gender
Based Violence and has developed the SMS
Help-Line as an instrument that rural women
can utilise to report Gender violence. This
was complemented by education and
awareness raising platforms which included
distribution of information pamphlets,
stickers as means to work towards building
a GBV conscious society especially women
and girl child.
The RWA South Africa, succeeded in pushing
forward with the link between GVB and
women’s access and control of material
resources such as land for livelihood. In their
arguments they made the point that women’s
independence was key to women walking out
of violent situations and it was also necessary
to protect children.
The RWA was also integrated in the Seed
Research. This idea of the seed research was
first mooted during the feminist school in
Zambia in 2019. However, at the RWA ten-year
anniversary celebration in November 2019,
many of the sessions made visible the extent
to which RWA small-scale farmers are the
guardians of seed, land, life and love. The seed
research is an extension of the important work
that RWA has contributed to in the region and
aims to strengthen its voice on the ground,
in policy spaces as well as in research. The
research process is about RWA thinking about
and working with seed by and for themselves
so that RWAs seed knowledge is valued
and not auxiliary to other organizations or
extracted.
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Strengthening the
TCOE governance:
Like with other aspects of the TCOE’s work, we
also managed to ensure that we retained an
effective, involved governance structure.
The National Board of Trustees (NBOT) had its
quarterly meetings, organised the four meetings
of the Finance Sub-Committee to oversee the
finances of the TCOE and guide us through the
external evaluation and be an active part of the
Strategic Plan.
The NBOT like the TCOE, mourned the passing of
Nontobeko Moletsane - she left a huge vacuum in
the organisation. However, we managed to draw
in a number of younger, new women trustees to
support the organisation.

Networks and
alliance building
The organisation has always believed in the
importance of building alliances and networks
as a necessary tool for overcoming the fragility of
the isolated rural movements. TCOE continues to
be the lead organisation for the People’s Dialogue
in Southern Africa and its counterpart in Latin
America. This is the network that plays a role
in the World Social Forum and COP. This space
meets regularly and has advanced the work on
the Thematic Social Forum on Extractives and the
Right to Say No.
The TCOE nationally has become an active
member of the C19 Coalition and particularly
active in the C19 Women’s Solidarity Forum.
This forum undertook very practicable acts
of solidarity but also engaged politically
especially in relation to GBV and support for
women during the crisis. This was a stepping-
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stone to our participation in the People’s
Vaccine Campaign. Here the TCOE is also active
to raise awareness of vaccines and challenge
the slow pace of the roll out. In the Western
Cape, we continue to be involved in the Farm
worker Coalition. This is a space to take up all
the issues and concerns that farm workers and
farm dwellers encounter.
Tshinsha Amakhaya is also a network that works
in and with. TA brings together the NGOs and
communities involved in the struggle for land
and rural development. In 2020, one of the TA
partners was active in creating conversations
with the Minister of Rural Development and
Land Reform. In addition to this, we have
also become quite active in the agro-ecology
network in South Africa.
Other partnerships are with Alliance for
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Food Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA), this is
especially in relation to farmer managed seed
systems(FMSS); Seed and food sovereignty, land
grabs and agricultural policy. We also continue
to participate in the SAPSN (Southern African
People’s Solidarity Network) where its main
focus is on holding our regional governments
accountable for their development agendas.
Other spaces are the Alliance for Rural
Democracy where we challenge the role of
traditional authorities.
The TCOE and RWA involvement in the Our Land is
Our Life (OLOL) platform continues to be strategic
and critical in developing alliances that challenge,
lobby and advocate for transformation through
the UN, AU-EU, instruments. This platform allows
us to place on the agenda and give voice to land
grabs, womens’ land rights, food sovereignty,
amongst other issues.
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Movement
MOVEMENT
Building
BUILDING
The C-19 lockdown had a strong negative
impact on the members of the associations
and movements organised under Inyanda
across the different geographical areas.
Their livelihoods are, in the main, linked
to the informal economy, which State
regulations sought “to close”, while
privileging big business. This further
exposed the structural violence (extreme
inequality, poverty, and unemployment)
under which our communities live.
Members reported on the difficulty to
attend to their agricultural undertakings,
subsequent loss of income and increasing
household food insecurity, with a dramatic
spike in violence against women and
children. Water issues, weak municipal
governance, poor service delivery and
corruption were amplified by the C-19
crisis.

Movement Building

Key Inyanda interventions
in response to contextual
challenges and C-19
•
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Communication and coordination
strategy: The first response by the TCOE
Collective to support Inyanda was to find
mechanisms to support communications
with and between members. We set
up a leadership database, supported
movements nationally with airtime and
data and created WhatsApp platforms to
engage collectively at national and local
levels, to facilitate sharing of information
and coordinate our organisational
interventions and strategies. In some

instances, we were able to translate some
of the pamphlets into vernaculars. At
times communication was hindered due
to network and energy challenges in more
remote areas and lack of devices.
TCOE initiated a communication survey/
audit of members of Inyanda to inform the
communication strategy to better support local
affiliates. A further communication response to
challenges faced by farmworkers and women
included the (re)activation of a SMS helpline with
a number to be publicized with members.
•

Localised food and practical support to
vulnerable households: Inyanda set-up
a national drive for localized food support,
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involving local leaders: 1) gathering
information on the number of households
with dire need (unemployed adults, single
parent and child headed households and
no social grant support); 2) sourcing local
quotes for food supply and negotiate
affordable deals and payment processed
by TCOE; 3) distributing food support,
which reached over 1669 households,
excluding those reached by soup
kitchens. Local leaders were encouraged
to purchase fresh produce from local
producers for the households in need and
soup-kitchens. Furthermore, we engaged
in the distribution of seedlings from
existing nurseries. DKA was approached
to allow the reallocation of budget lines
in the Zingisa/DELTA partnership contract.
Many women in Inyanda engaged in
making and distributing soap, sanitisers
as well as face masks.
•

Inyanda meetings and some of the
outcomes: Inyanda members met
periodically to plan how to respond
to issues reported by members and
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the broader communities as a result
of the lockdown: loss of employment
and income, prohibition of movement
affecting farming activities, lack of
access to water, lack of knowledge and
misinformation on the C-19, etc. As a
result, members formed alliances for
water access, lobbying municipalities,
raising public awareness, etc. Inyanda
members engaged in processes to get
permits to allow movement to get back to
agricultural practices.

Inyanda’s internal
challenges and
opportunities
Inyanda leaders had an opportunity to meet
face-to-face on October 21st. Members noted
the challenges relating to the functionality of the
movement and its inability to build a public
profile and presence, with little growth in
membership. Amongst the issues raised were
failing leadership, including poor communication
and no accountability between national level and
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affiliates as well as between affiliates’ leadership,
a non-functional secretariat, physical distance
and telecommunication difficulties, changes to
leadership representatives to national meetings
as well as the need to translate the Inyanda
constitution for greater engagement.
Another element was about accountability
from below: affiliates are not holding their
ownmembers accountable who attend national
meetings and processes, and secondly, affiliates
do not hold the national leadership accountable.
Broadly, all members acknowledged the
weaknesses and failures of the executive and
have requested that the movement write a
political and organisational report, including
recommendations for strengthening leadership
structures through working committees to
support coordination and campaigns. Members
noted that Inyanda must take a public stance and
play a greater role for among the confusion sown
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by political parties.
Members also noted that the programme of
Inyanda, especially the agroecology and rural
governance work are increasingly important
and relevant during this time and we need to do
more in advancing the work.

Self-organisation and
the relationship between
Inyanda and TCOE
Another key discussion was the relationship
between the movement and the NGO. There
were reflections on the need to have greater
levels of self-organisation but lacking the
know-how and resources to do this. Inyanda
members call for greater decision making about
its programme, work and management of the
mobilisation fund, yet at the same time call for
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greater levels of skills transfer from the NGO staff
to community leaders. Inyanda members noted
that they are not yet ready to take on the work of
the movement without the NGO and requested
much deeper levels of working side-by-side until
greater levels of integration can emerge.

Local governance campaign
The October meeting resolved to advance the
local governance campaign through political
education, awareness raising and building from
below around Integrated Development Plans
(IDPs), public participation and ward committees,
in preparation for the coming local government
elections. This campaign must advance
alternatives around local governance and
development including asset-based community
development, solidarity economies, renewable
energy, recycling initiatives and advancing the
Right to say No! The education programme
should continue beyond elections to advance
development of people centred IDPs. The need
to rebuild and strengthen local leadership was
identified as critical through political education,
building from below and exploring convening a
national elective conference.

Bill (Section 25 Amendment – 28 Feb);
4. Draft National Youth Policy (16 March);
5. Domestic Violence Amendment Draft Bill,
2020 (31 March).
Two key strategies were undertaken to broaden
participation: involve more staff and engagement
in local organisations. An example was the
Youth Policy whereby one youth group from the
Western Cape and two in the Eastern Cape had
local sessions reading and discussing the policy
document. This was a good learning tool and
process.

National and Provincial
Campaigns waged by
Inyanda
•

State of the Nation Address: The
2020 SONA was used as an opportunity
to develop a deeper analysis, with
a 5-year review that focused on key
areas: governance, mining, land reform,
agriculture, drought, local government,
and the ocean economy. This exercise
demonstrated that although the period
saw two different Presidents, the
underlying principles and commitments
were consistent. This review formed the
basis for a media statement to highlight
the shortcomings in addressing the needs
of small-scale producers and the lack of
commitment to prioritize land reform
and, in particular, expropriation without
compensation. The review was also shared
with local movements as a tool of analysis
of the State.

•

The National Budget: The 2020 budget
provided a great mobilising opportunity
in partnership with other NGOs and social
movements, under the banner of “The
Cry of the Excluded”, against austerity, job

Policy work
Inyanda took the opportunity to respond
to government policies, programmes and
interventions and to write submissions and media
statements, to ensure that poor communities,
especially small-scale farmers, farm workers and
fishers are not excluded. The
following were policy submissions for the
reporting period:
1. Bovine Brucellosis Control Policy - Draft
Document (14 Feb);
2. Upstream
Petroleum
Resources
Development Bill (21 Feb);
3. Draft Constitution Eighteenth Amendment

Movement Building
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losses and mass unemployment. Inyanda
mobilized members from affiliates in the
Eastern Cape and from Mawubuye to
participate in a 4-day programme. People
travelled to Cape Town, they occupied the
V&A Waterfront amphitheatre with popup singing and a play, held a two-day Real
Job Summit and a march to the City of
Cape Town Building and then Parliament.
This national voicing of dissatisfaction and
dissent toward the mainstream economic
model was a powerful demonstration of
collective voice and agency and had good
media coverage. It was a great learning
moment for members of Inyanda.
•
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The Eastern Cape leaders of Inyanda
and the Premier: these leaders
collectively wrote to the Premier to address
multiple challenges across the province:
no water services in Makanda, Peddie, Port
Alfred and surroundings, Queenstown,
Centane, wards in Sakhisizwe and more
and farmers water needs; support being
provided along patronage lines and
corruption. In addition, farm owners were
placing the responsibility on farmworkers

to claim money from the UIF Fund during
lockdown and were not adhering to safety
measures as directed by the State.

MAKUKHANYE LAND
RIGHTS MOVEMENT
(EASTERN CAPE)
Organising and mobilizing
Stock Famers.
Makukhanye undertook field visits to Uitenhage,
Jeffreys Bay, Humansdorp and Paterson to
establish a working team at local level. There were
outstanding field visits to Kwalanga in Uitenhage
and to Westbank in Sunday’s River Valley.
The Kouga stock farmers held a meeting to
engage the municipality on the commonage
land, electing a working team to take forward
their needs.
In the Sunday’s River Valley, in the Paterson area,
stock farmers are working with food gardeners
and they got a piece of land near the community
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hall and started ploughing. A 5-members working
team was elected.
The approach to Municipalities has not been
assertive and has had no impact. The stock
farmers have not owned their struggle and
opportunities have passed by which could have
been used more radically, such as plans to occupy
land that belongs to the Department of
Public Works in Jeffreys Bay. In the Uitenhage
area there were some achievements: drought
relief and feeding and injections for livestock
were shared amongst the farmers.

Access to Health Facilities
and Treatment Campaign
The campaign started in 2106 to respond
to the crisis faced in the Sundays River
Valley Municipality regarding poor health
services. Currently there is no permanent
doctor servicing the 3 clinics. The movement
has waged a series of demonstrations to
put pressure on the status quo, including
educational workshops and awareness raising
on the impact and cause of this crisis and
developing strategies for response.

The Sundays River Valley
municipality non-adherence
to COVID-19 regulations
Addo, Paterson, Besheeber and Enon struggled
with access to water for over a month. When
Makukhanye engagement with municipal
councillors bore no fruit, Makukhanye leadership
and Khanyisa wrote to the Health MEC (Eastern
Cape) and the Commission for Human Rights
and released a press statement. The rise in C-19
infections and deaths in the municipality and the
water crisis further burden the already decaying
health department in the province. The campaign
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is ongoing.

The anti- Corruption
Campaign
The failure in governance in the EC province as
result of incompetent and corrupt politicians,
prompted Makukhanye to start an anticorruption campaign. Makukhanye organisers
started collecting information/data in three
municipalities (Kouga, Sundays River Valley and
Nelson Mandela Municipality) to be submitted
to the Attorney General as an Inyanda anticorruption campaign.

Leadership development
programme
Makukhanye leaders have started a virtual
leadership development programme using the
Makukhanye WhatsApp group. Members choose
concepts or topics on which they would like to
deepen their understanding and Khanyisa assists
in developing and distributing materials. The
programme’s area leaders then allocate time for
members to read, for feedback and engagement
on the concepts. Two recent topics were on
the Constitution and the three spheres of
government. Makukhanye leaders monitor and
encourage self- study but there are challenges
due to not having translations of materials into
IsiXhosa and lack of engagement
during feedback sessions.

Struggle to procure PPEs
and COVID disaster relief
for small scale farmers
Makukhanye collected data for a database of
small-scale farmers across the Kouga Municipality
(in Patensie, Thornhill, Weston and Jeffree’s Bay).
The data was submitted to the Department
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of Agriculture and Kouga Municipality, but
the request for C-19 relief fund assistance was
declined for not meeting the R50, 000 a year
turnover threshold, indicating how the ANCled government favours big business. However,
these farmers are busy with a submission under
the banner of EC Inyanda consolidation. We have
also engaged the Kouga municipality regarding
PPEs for small-scale farmers.

SIYAZAKHA
LAND RIGHTS MOVEMENT
(EASTERN CAPE)
Social Mobilisation of
Civil Society Structures in
January and February 2020.
Village to village consultations were undertaken
to profile Sakhisizwe Civil Society Structures.
The first intervention was in the Sakhisizwe
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Municipality (Ward 8, in Savuti Strong, Yard,
Komkhulu, Dolphin, KwaTofile, and KwaConjwa).
CALUSA has worked with these communities
since 2000 during the demarcation process, when
they were displaced to Ntsika Yethu Municipality
without their consent. CALUSA, working with
the affected villages of Manzimahle, Upper
Indwana, Mthingwevu and Langanci forced the
Demarcation Board to reconsider the decision.
Manzimahle is one of the areas where the leader
was democratically elected through CALUSA’s
work. A meeting took place for the community
to develop a people driven IDP, based on their
resource base and potential beneficiation. A
local organising committee was elected to help
facilitate meetings.
On the 7th of January Siyazakha visited the farm
dwellers association, composed of 20 families
residing in the seven Beestekraal farms. Over the
years these farm dwellers ha ve lived in a state of
fear through victimisation by black farmers: some
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are being threatened with eviction and refused
permission to bury their relatives on the farms.
Some have lived in those farms for more than
30 years. In a meeting it was decided to call for
a meeting with the Sakhisizwe Municipality and
the Ward Councillor, to deal with service delivery
matters. In a subsequent meeting it transpired
that no service delivery has happened in that
community since 2016, other that the delivery
of paraffin to selected community members by
the councillor. On the issues of land, drinking
water and health services another meeting was
scheduled involving the relevant departments,
with the Municipality playing a facilitating
role. However, two weeks after the date of the
scheduled meeting without any response from
the Municipality. The community attempted to
hold a protest march, meet with the Sakhisizwe
Services Manager (who had denied permission
for the march) and eventually with the Speaker,
who promised to engage the Departments of
Human Settlements and Land Affairs in order to
address the farm dwellers situation.

on rural democratisation to ensure the active
public participation of rural communities in rural
governance matters.

Zoom meeting with
MEC of COGTA
As a follow up to the previous meeting, Siyazakha
convened a meeting with the MEC for Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA). The
court judgement on the right of communities to
elect their leadership was used to engage the
MEC regarding its implementation. Discussions
on the two centres of power that govern the
ruling of the community (elected and the unelected representatives), the poor service delivery
in the farms as well as poor participation of rural
communities in rural governance were part of
the discussions and the meeting demanded that
the MEC reply in writing to the Centre for Applied
Legal Studies, regarding the challenges facing
the Sakhisizwe Municipality. This was followed
by a meeting convened by SALGA to understand

Rural
Governance
Reflection
Meeting
In June 2020 Siyazakha organised a meeting to reflect
on the gains and challenges
of the rural democratisation
campaign.This meeting made
an analysis of services rendered by the Sakhisizwe Local
Municipality, with the latter
being very under-resourced
and with no capacity to deliver services. The result of these
debates was the development
of a clear campaign strategy
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the demands and challenges faced by these
communities. SALGA promised to intervene in
this matter and Siyazakha is still waiting for the
response.

Mobilisation against health
officials during
C-19 lockdown
The Sakhisizwe Civil Society Structure took up a
struggle against senior health officials who set up
a C-19 quarantine site in the town, challenging
corruption and non-participatory decision
making. The structure mobilised the media and
engaged in legal processes to push back and the
decision was eventually reversed. Real threats
emerged towards leaders.

EASTERN CAPE
COASTAL LINKS
EC Coastal Links and
Community Struggles on
Access to Land
The EC Coastal Links and the Chaguba community
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have reaped fruits based on their struggles for
ownership and control of Silaka Nature Reserve,
after demonstrations and engagements waged
in the past. The Department of Land Affairs
eventually signed the agreement of transferring
this nature reserve to the community. A
new Community Property Association (CPA)
committee has been elected to oversee the
process.

Engagement with the
OR Tambo Cooperative
Development Centre
The movement also engaged the OR Tambo
Cooperative Development Centre in February
2020. They demanded support on cooperative
development skills and financial support. We are
still pursuing this endeavour. At the same time,
we are also putting pressure on the Department
of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs
and Tourism (DEDEAT), the Department of Trade
and Industry, MERSETA University of Fort Hare
and relevant SETAs for financial and technical
support.
On the 6th of March 2020 the Department
of Fisheries gave fishing rights to the 57
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cooperatives, with Rock lobster permits for one
season. There are other demands relating to other
species and access to marine resources that have
not yet been met and the struggle continues.

Land Grabs in the
Eastern Cape Coast
The coastal communities are faced with serios
challenges of various forms by multi-national
companies. The communities of Centane are not
an exception, as their land was grabbed and used
for a plantation. The communities were promised
50% of the profits accrued in this venture but this
was not fulfilled. There were a number of meetings
with the communities raising awareness against
these deals. Since the deal is not working the

community took their land back by force and the
Department of Land Reform was sent to mediate
in this conflict. The challenge that is faced by this
community is that they want support to use their
land. A delegation has been sent to the Premier
to request assistance but without a positive
response so far.

Resource grabbing
- Abalone Fish Farming in
Nombanjane – Centane
The multi-national companies also continue
to interfere with the livelihoods and food
sovereignty of the poor communities. They have
approached coastal communities to allow them
to have access to their sea and form partnerships
on abalone fish farming. Together with
the communities in Nombanjane, we
analysed the agreements and had
engagements with the companies.
The communities refused to sign
agreements and we then referred
the matter to lawyers to ensure the
protection of these communities.

Right to Access
Marine Resources
The response of the Department of
Fisheries and Forestry to the long
struggles to access marine resources
was to develop criteria for “rightful
fishers” that excluded most traditional
fishers that live on marine resources,
with women being the most affected.
This was followed by the establishment
of cooperatives for those granted
permits, with limitations regarding
species and fishing distances. Those
without permits continued to fish and
this resulted in the harassment and
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arrests of fishers.
EC Coastal Links engaged law enforcement,
Game Rangers and the DAFF, but no progress has
been made - they disregard the court declaration
allowing coastal communities to access marine
resources without intimidation and harassment.
The Legal Resource Centre has been working
regarding the arrests. We are planning to have a
big imbizo with all the relevant stakeholders (CPA
Committees, ECPTA, DAFF, Traditional Authorities,
DRDLR, and affected communities).

Water Campaign in Centane

Municipality had consistently failed to discharge
its constitutional obligations including provision
of essential public services and infrastructure
such as water and electricity, maintenance of
roads, waste management and sewerage. The
failed sewerage system resulted in constant
sewage spills in and around homes. Long term
poor governance and weak leadership have
been repeatedly highlighted by the Office of the
Auditor General. The UPM played a significant
role in collecting data made available to the
Legal Resources Centre.
•

The Mnquma Local municipality has failed to
resolve the water crisis in Centane for the past
few years. This is affecting 7 villages in Centane
(Nombanjana, Cebe, Gqunqe, Qolorha, Ngcizela
community, Gcina Mazeppa Bay, Kei Farm and
Willowvale). The matter was recently referred to
EC Department of Water and Sanitation without
feedback as yet. EC Coastal Links mobilized
communities in Nombanjane and during a
meeting all the members present were arrested
and fined R10.000 for allegedly contravening the
C-19 regulations. TCOE and Inyanda intervened,
the matter was referred to lawyers and the case
was withdrawn.

UNEMPLOYED PEOPLES
MOVEMENT (EASTERN CAPE)
Campaign on service
Delivery and Poor Municipal
Administration
In February 2019, the UPM filed court papers
calling for the dissolution of the Makana
Municipal Council and the appointment of an
administrator. The rationale for taking to court the
Makana Municipality Council and the Premier of
the Province of the EC was because the Makana
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In January 2020 the Grahamstown
High Court ruled in favour of the UPM
and the community. However, the
Premier of the Eastern Cape and other
respondents indicated they would appeal
the Judgment while the UPM and the
community opposed this. In May 2020,
the Grahamstown High Court ruled in
favour of the interests of the community
and UPM. The Premier and the Makana
Municipality once again decided to
appeal to the Supreme Court. Lawyers for
the UPM advised that the case should be
escalated to the Constitutional Court as its
decision will have a national impact and
set a new precedent for all municipalities.
Comrade Ayanda Kota was threatened a
few times due to his relentless work and
his safety became a real concern for the
organisation.

UPM struggles against
Gender-Based Violence
and Femicide
The UPM organised a picket against domestic
violence on 26 June. All participants were dressed
in black and the pickets took place outside
key institutions such as the police station, the
Magistrates office and the City Hall. These public
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actions culminated in a public discussion at the
Cathedral Square on women, the climate, a Basic
Income Grant (BIG), C-19 and Black Lives Matter.

RURAL PEOPLES
MOVEMENT (EASTERN CAPE)
RPM’s Revival Strategy
Following the work done the previous year the
RPM launched a recruitment campaign that
focused mainly in Bathurst and Port Alfred as
entry points. Organisation and mobilisation of
women under the umbrella of Rural Women’s
Assembly (RWA) EC was used as a springboard.
This strategy assisted us to sensitize communities
on RWA and profiling Inyanda.
Reviving RPM was one of our focus areas in
the months of October and November 2020.
The closure of Masifunde has had a severe
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impact in the existence of this movement, as
individuals attended national meetings without
any mandate from below and without feedback.
We visited several areas during the period
under review (Prudhoe, Marseilles, Mgababa,
Pikoli, Bathurst, Nobumba and Lewis) starting
with individual visits to mobilise people for a
broader gathering. In Bathurst and Prudhoe local
organising structures were elected that will work
with Nomawabo Tshisa, former president of RPM.
Other meetings were held in various areas to try
to revive the RPM. We have made some inroads
in Prudhoe, Pikoli, Lewis and Barthust. There are
still grey areas in Mgababa, and Marseilles. This
shows that we need to think carefully on what
processes are in place at the local level to ensure
self-organisation.

Mobilisation and organising
Political gatherings were held as a follow up to
consolidate our work on issues of land access,
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rights of women, gender inequality and violence.
At the same time, we organized interested youth
as an integral part to take up the struggles for
food security and food sovereignty. This was also
an opportunity to collect the database of the
members of Inyanda and RWA.

Working with the UPM
We also worked closely with UPM in struggles
of the unemployed workers and participated
in developing demands and a memorandum
that was submitted to the National Government
challenging the budgetary process that is not
people driven and thus does not address the
needs of the people.

Joining the water campaign
The RPM participated in the water campaign
alongside other local community and civil society
groups to address the long-standing water
challenges in Peddie, exacerbated by the C-19
pandemic. Members joined the picket on 7 July.
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ILIZWI LAMAFAMA
(EASTERN CAPE)
Ilizwi Lamafama
Recruitment
and Revival Drive
The movement targeted both old and new
members who were inactive during the period
under review, to popularise Inyanda. The focus
areas were Mxumbu and Gcamngeni in Debeneck
and Middledrift. At Mxumbu village we were able
to recruit youth and established a youth group
involved in food security activities.
We have also forged links with the Fort Cox
Agricultural Research Team that is in partnership
with Tanzanian Researchers and engaged in
discussions for piloting a Cannabis project.
Debates were also around ensuring that
ecological practises are adhered to.
We also visited Mdantsane, Scenary Park, Unit P,
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and 11 members joined Ilizwi instantly. We had
robust discussions on land access and water
and possible campaigns they can wage with. We
also introduced land use and alternatives such
as agroecology. In Unit P we met a cooperative
whose members have shown interest in joining
Ilizwi Lamafama. These communities have lost
hope on the present ANC government and are
hoping that Ilizwi will be the real voice of the
poor that will lead the struggle for access to land,
water and provision of better services.
Ilizwi undertook a series of actions to revive and
strengthen the local associations. Engagements
took place in Mgwali, Ngqwele, Bhele, Leuwveldt,
Majali, Nkqonkqweni and Scenary Park. These
were done during the month of October.

NTINGA NTABA KANDODA
(EASTERN CAPE)
The movement has organized a series of events
on political education as part of building the
conciseness of its members, Inyanda and other
organs of the society. Ntinga applied to the
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fund to host healing camps for women affected
by gender-based violence. The camp included
sessions with social workers, psychologists and
had a range of hiking and physical activities as
part of interacting with nature to start a healing
process. The Camp was planned to be hosted
in October, unfortunately due to unforeseen
delays and the current ill health of the leader (C19 positive and under quarantine) the camp has
been postponed to January 2021.

Local Mobilising and
Mobilisation Fund
Member organisations have attempted in
different ways to respond to the contextual
challenges which have been exacerbated by
the onset and progression of Covid-19. The hard
lockdown has forced organisations to retrieve
and some of the stronger organisations like the
UPM and BUM have been more resilient and
able to resist the imposed demobilisation. The
TCOE has been very intentional about
reactivating local activism and demonstrating
that people can gather while maintaining safety
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measures, including having small gatherings,
with sanitizers, masks and maintaining social
distance and meeting preferably in open air or
well-ventilated spaces has been the priority.
These measures helped to rebuild confidence and
stimulate activism. Members were encouraged
to drawn on the mobilisation fund in response to
the myriad of issues on the ground.

the Department of Social Development and
the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development.

DELTA WOMEN’S FORUMS
(EASTERN CAPE)

Zabalaza Platforms to
discuss the Austerity
Budget and neo-liberal
policies

The organisation has a strong gender
empowerment programme in the Eastern Cape
and with Zingisa, it has established District
Women’s Forums to build a strong lobbying
voice against gender violence and patriarchy.
DELTA drew on the fund to support activism
through November into early December around
gender-based violence, including public actions
and demonstrations as well as an engagement
with the Commission for Gender Equality,
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BOTSHABELO UNEMPLOYED
WORKERS MOVEMENT
(FREE STATE)

The BUM created platforms for discussing the
national budged as a build up to the national
campaign against the austerity budget and
the continuing unequal distribution of the
country’s wealth. Discussions involved a deeper
understanding of the word “austerity” and for
the need for civil society to come together and
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work with other social forces to mobilize against
the anti-poor and anti-worker economic policies
in South Africa. Bum is also participating in
other platforms (e.g. the Patrick Bond Webinar)
that unpack how the system of neo-liberalism
functions and is embedded in the Washington
Consensus.

Enhancing agricultural
learnings
In August, BUM applied for support via an online
training programme between 25 August – 29
September on ‘regenerating agricultural systems
through bio-inputs’, hosted by Bio Watch.

Mobilisation, organisation,
networking and alliance
building
16th of June was used as an important day to
reflect on struggles waged by the working class
against apartheid and capitalism for a just
society and economic emancipation. BUM is also
continuing with study circles as a weapon to
build the conscience of its members.
•

The movement has hosted a 3-day
workshop in Thaba Nchu between 2-4
October with sister organisations in the
Province to engage on the multiple crises
of unemployment, climate change, of the
economy as well as the C-19 Pandemic. The
workshop was a space to discuss strategy
and develop a coordinated response
and programme of mass mobilising
and action. Organisations participating
in the workshop included: Meqheleng
Unemployed Movement, Finksburg,
Fateng
Unemployed
Movement,
Bronxville
Unemployed
Forum,
Rammolotsi Viljoen Crisis Committee,
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Botshabelo Unemployed Movement.
Key collective campaigning issues were
prioritized, namely, land, water, the
Basic Income Grant, agroecology, and
agreement on monthly online meetings
and building Inyanda provincially.
Finally, during the reporting period BUM
organised a local meeting in Finksburg on
31 October to meet members to engage
on the pandemic and austerity measures
advanced by the State. A localized action
plan was developed.

MAWUBUYE LAND RIGHTS
MOVEMENT (WESTERN CAPE)
Alliances and networking
Mawubuye has been consistent in its alliance
work with farmworker struggles and CSAAWU,
as well as other civil society networks, including
the work by the Mawubuye’s women’s forum in
platforms convened to bring into light the issues
of gender (in)equality as well as joint actions on
gender-based violence.

Re-evaluation and reflections
on Mawubuye
One of the major concerns has been the lack of
sustained involvement of small-scale farmers,
particularly livestock keepers, as a driving force
of the land struggle. Mawubuye has made
attempts to integrate this category of farmers
with little success as they remain organised
in separate associations. However, over the
years, stock farmers have been the major of the
Mawubuye political interventions especially
around campaigns to protect municipal
commonage land as well as against livestock
impoundment. To expand its visibility to cover
new areas, Mawubuye saw the importance of
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organisational self-introspection to assess what
works and needs to change in both its form and
practice.
Against this background, Mawubuye held a
strategy meeting with the objective of rebuilding
the organisation. One of the key issues that
had to be addressed was for the leadership
base to undertake the task of recruiting and
rebuilding relations that have collapsed with
local formations. The organisation realised that
campaigns that were agreed upon were not
taking off the ground or at least lacked the desired
impact. The facilitation process included reviews
of each area of Mawubuye’s operation and all
participants had to do areas profiles to establish
amongst other things: existing economic
opportunities and challenges to access resources
of economic significance; establish community
profiles to determine opportunities for alliance
building at local level; alignment of existing work
on food production and the women’s forum
to the political imperative of organisational
existence; consolidation of youth structures from
various areas of operation.
A task team emerged from various areas that
will lead the work prioritised. People were
also encouraged to build their own interim
leadership structure to oversee progress and

determine areas of further support needed
from TCOE.

Struggles against farm
evictions
Mawubuye and CSAAWU were involved in
organising to fight back against evictions in a few
towns across the Langeberg District. In addition
to the immediate response and support in terms
of resettling and providing emergency food
support, local leaders engaged in a process of
broader community mobilising and setting up
coordinating committees to inform communities
of their rights and the responsibility of the local
municipality. SERI shared a legal perspective
(via an online platform) and on possibilities
to fight local government. Towns involved
in his campaign included Montagu, Ashton,
McGregor, Robertson Bo-dorp, Suurbraak and
Barrydale.

Alliances – Tshintsha
Amakhaya (TA)
Being part of the TA network, we attended
workshops regarding building an alternative and
to strengthen the movement for the landless. The
TA network held quarterly meeting
and we were part of a cluster
that identified access to land, AE
and farm evictions as key issues to
address.

Mawubuye’s
women’s program
The
Mawubuye’s
women’s
programme reached 666 rural
women and youth in awareness
raising
programmes,
dealing
with a variety of topics: gender
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based violence, FAS (foetal alcohol syndrome),
agroecology, C-19, impact of pesticides on
women’s health and local government. We
established 4 soup kitchens in 2020: one in the
Langeberg Munciplaity and one in the Overburg
Municipality; during the evictions in Robertson, we
started one that supports more than 150 children
and adults; a soup kitchen in Zoar (Kannaland)
supports over 200 children and adults.

Launch of the SMS GBV
helpline and popularising
activities
Our program with study circles was interrupted
by C-19. Women with access to smartphones and
access to online platforms were part of Zoom
Webinars that connected women at local, provincial
and national levels, allowing us to develop common
programmes such as the GBV SMS helpline, to
enable women to report violence in a much safer
way. The helpline was launched with a car parade
and pamphlet distribution in Robertson. There were
also teams active in Zolani, Barrydale, Suurbraak
and Zoar distributing pamphlets and stickers. In
the afternoon there was a national Webinar “speak
out”, where women from different provinces shared
experiences - powerful and sad stories. The key
speaker linked access to land and GBV as a way of
acquiring some economic freedom that can enable
women to leave abusive relationships.
We engaged with women’s groups in new areas
of work, such as Slanghoek and De Doorns, some
schools and fruit packing stores. We also gave a
brief presentation in one of the FET colleges.

Distribution of
sanitary packs
With the support of the Women’s Solidarity Funds
we distributed 100 sanitary packs to young girls.

Movement Building

World Food Day
and International
Rural Women’s Day
WFD celebrations involved a road show in Zolani,
Montague, Robertson, Suurbraak, Barrydale and
Buffelsjags. In Montague the women’s group started a
food garden with a group of young girls who live in the
informal settlement. Working with a team to organize
the WFD was a great example of building a second
leadership layer, with the youth on the front-line.

MOPANI FARMERS
ASSOCIATION
Organising during C-19:
lockdown regulations VS
farming activities
– the role of the MFA
C-19 regulations made it very difficult for MFA to
implement its plans. We communicated through
phone calls and created a small WhatsApp group
with 60 participants, with limitations as some
members do not have smart phones whilst others
were unable to access social media due to network
problems. Reports from various areas show that
there are new farmers who are showing interest in
joining MFA as soon as the lockdown is lifted.
We ensured that all members got permits to
enable them to move around and continue
farming. This is essentially one of the tangible
benefits of being a member of the MFA and we
are confident that membership will grow as soon
as we begin to operate “normally”.

Meetings and field visits
We managed to have six meetings in different
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places, some of which will be outlined below.
It was during alert level 1 where people would
agree to gather to address challenges that
farmers were facing as well as raising awareness
on several other issues. We also had meetings
which specifically focused on addressing the
effective utilisation of the pack house.

COVID-19 relief fund
We assisted more than 81 farmers to apply for this
funding and there are concerns about those who
got excluded for not meeting the requirements
imposed by the Department due to lack of
records. Each of the 25 successful applicants
received a voucher of R50,000, allowing farmers
to choose the type of inputs they needed, and all
our members chose to buy organic compost.

Rural democratisation –
Inyanda’s intervention to
grow the voice of the poor
Majeje and Prieska are faced with very serious
land issues. Their Chief is conniving with white
farmers giving them land which is being
utilized by small-scale farmers. The Chief has
done this without any consultation with the

occupants. Inyanda Limpopo (constituted by
MFA and Xitlakati Development Forum) started
a campaign against this land grab. Chief Majeje
also used an advocate to appropriate 10 cattle
from Mr Nkuna for allegedly grazing his cattle for
too long without paying. In addition, the DAVANO
Farm (which belongs to the Mlondobodzi family)
is also in the process of being grabbed and soil
samples have already been taken (by a white
man). Letters were written to the DRDLR and
the Dpt. of Agriculture. According to the DRDLR
representative the Chief does not have any right
to dispossess or lease land to anyone as the land
in question belongs to the State and he was
unsure if Chief Majeje’s chieftaincy is recognised
by the house of Traditional Leaders. The two
communities agreed to organise a march to the
offices of DRDLR.

Mobilising youth in
agriculture
We tasked each farming member of our
association to start involving their children.
Members of Merekome Farmers association
started implementing this and organised a
session graced by 23 young persons.

Promotion of
homestead food
gardens using
agroecological
production
To adapt to C-19 movement
restrictions we encouraged people
to produce healthy food in their
places of residence. The strategy
led to an increase in the food
gardens, which became the focus
of our work. We managed to visit
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90 households in 4 villages, giving priority to
specific aspects of agroecology practically
implementable in homestead gardeners, also
incorporating rain and grey water harvest,
making compost and liquid manure. We also
promoted the introduction of free range
(indigenous) chicken and a lot of people are
in starting small projects. We are also in the
process of establishing working relationships
with local schools as some give land access to
landless women.

Organising livestock
farmers
Drought and disease outbreaks have become
a new normal for livestock farmers, especially
cattle farmers, over the past decades but
there is no clear strategy to deal with this. We
considered this as a starting point to organise
cattle farmers, asking the Mayephu livestock
cooperative (affiliate of the MFA) to be at the
forefront. We are working on the support
plan which will include skills development.

Movement Building

Supporting people in need
of food assistance
We made a request for each farmer to dedicate
a certain amount of land for the production of
produce to assist easing the burden of starvation
in our communities and agreed that our nurseries
be used for the production of vegetables to
support those in need until the end of the
lockdown. We also identified 110 people from 10
villages as per a TCOE request for assistance to
distribute food parcels.

XITLAKATI (LIMPOPO)
This movement has documented all their
members and has a clear profile of how many
have joined and are active. They have periodical
action reflection sessions to review the work
done and re-plan. The movement is working
closely with Mopani Farmers Union and getting
their support and solidarity.
Xitlakati is involved in an education campaign
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on Xenophobia. Xitlakati is also involved in a
recruitment campaign at Khaxani Village and
Zava. They were also able to get computers as
donations from Avuxen Computer Academy
and these computers are going to be used to
capacitate youth and women.

INYANDA IN THE
NORTHERN CAPE
Inyanda has just expanded to the Northern
Cape and the NGO Coalition was used as a
base to organise and mobilize in this area, both
women and the farming community. A group
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of community activists was established to build
self-mobilisation and organisation at local level.
The C- 9 People’s Coalition division organising
for water access across the Eastern Cape, into a
national campaign to connect water struggles
and strengthen the demand for water delivery
to communities who were still without water.
Through Inyanda and historic roots in Upington,
comrade Aaron Raneyeke became involved in
organising public actions, setting up meetings
with the David Kruiper Municipality and in the
water campaign, which over time has expanded
to a broader service delivery campaign.
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CSAAWU

(Commercial Stevedoring and Allied Workers Union)

“We won’t go back to normality,
because normality was the problem.”
Since the C-19 first arrived in South Africa
in March 2020, over 1,5 million people
have been infected and over 50 000 lives
lost. The devastation of the pandemic
remains evident in most sections of the
economy. Agriculture, as well as tourism
and hospitality, are sectors that have
experienced extensive job losses and
brought additional challenges to farm
workers and CSAAWU. Despite all the
challenges during the lockdown CSAAWU
managed to keep the union operational.
Many workers lost jobs, seasonal workers
were never called to come and harvest,
wages were reduced, increases were frozen,
and hardships were felt everywhere. For
CSAAWU the main task was to keep working,
using all means to build solidarity, defend
jobs and give hope to its members, the rural
poor and the working class in general. 2020
has taught CSAAWU new ways to work and
organise. The Congress was postponed,
some workshops were postponed but the
systems of communications and links to
members were certainly laid firmly in 2020.
M o v e m e n t B u i l d i n g CSAAW U	
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COVID-19 impacts on the
agricultural sector and
labour
Agriculture was declared an essential service,
commercial farmers continued to farm, and
workers continued to work, although in the initial
period in early April there was some confusion
and the hard lockdown generated fears on farms.
The agriculture sector generally “weathered
the C-19 storm” and performed relatively
well (Wandile Sihlobo, chief economist at the
Agricultural Business Chmaber of SA; StatsSA)
as it recovered from several seasons of drought
and limited market access for livestock exports,
and benefited from the weaker rand and the
governments’ decision to not shut down the food
and agriculture sectors.
Commercial farmers reported bumper grain and
fruit harvests and estimates are that the industry
will, for example, export more than 140 million
cartons of citrus in the 2020 season, compared
to 127 million cartons in 2019. Although harvest
booms usually lead to more jobs for seasonal
workers, this did not materialise and seasonal
labourers, who usually constitute over a third
of agricultural labour, may be among the worst
affected by the C-19 pandemic. The small
permanent farmworkers ended up doing all the
work – working long hours and over weekends
as farm owners did not increase the number of
people that come into their farms.

COVID impacts on the wine
industry where CSAAWU
has its biggest membership
Due to the ban on wine sales the South African
wine industry has been left with an unprecedented
oversupply of wine: it is sitting with between 250
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and 300 million litres of “uncontracted wine”,
almost equal to the volume of wine sold on the
local market every year (according to Vinpro and
the South African Wine Industry Information and
Systems (SAWIS). This has had a negative impact
on local and international wine prices, which
had fallen 7,4% since the introduction of C-19
trade restrictions. As we enter 2021 and the next
season’s wine grape harvest indications are of a
normal harvest, and “massive surplus” of roughly
35% more wine than this time last year. Many of
the members of CSAAWU work in the wine sector,
as well as in flowers and export of table grapes
and fruit, sectors in which not all farm workers
were considered part of essential services. Some
impacts are likely to still be seen.

COVID- 19 and
Department of Labour
One of the biggest challenges that faced the
labour movement and CSAAWU during 2020 was
the closure of the Commission for Conciliation,
Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA), postponing
all matters set down to be heard between March
18 and April 14 and only accepting referrals
received through non-contact methods.
In addition, the CCMA decided to suspend the
services of 40% of commissioners due to budget
cuts. In addition to the closure of the CCMA, the
labour unions in South Africa were also confronted
with the fact that the Department of Labour was
also not functioning during much of 2020.

CSAAWU adjusting to the
restrictions and lockdowns
in 2020
In meetings with CSAAWU shop stewards in
April-June 2020, they reported that the situation
and conditions of farm workers on the farms had
not changed much with C-19. What had changed
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was the difficulties the union experienced in
engaging the farm management, who often
used the pandemic as an excuse to prevent the
union from servicing its members.
There has been a complete lack of consultation
with shop stewards working on farms as well
as with union officials. There was very limited
access to any recourse given the closures of
both the Department of Labour and the CCMA.
Later, as restrictions were eased, the CCMA was
accessible virtually, but this was of no benefit to
farm workers who do not have mobile phones.
The day the lockdown was announced, great
uncertainty reigned on South African farms: one farm worker noted: “We were very confused,
is the lockdown for us? Are we essential workers?
Are workers on wine farms essential or just those
working on fruit and vegetable farms? Many of us
did not want to go to work. We were scared. We
knew almost nothing about the virus.”
There were no clear rules on the lockdown and
there was fear the workers would spread the virus.
These challenges and obstacles notwithstanding
CSAAWU, in partnership with TCOE, managed

M o v e m e n t B u i l d i n g CSAAW U	

to survive the stresses of the lockdown and the
inability to act “normally”. In May 2020, the union
applied for permission to service its members
during the lockdown; this meant the union
organisers, especially in the Langeberg region
had permission to work, to keep the office open
and travel. From the onset, there was a realisation
that many farm workers, farm dwellers and rural
communities really struggled to make ends meet.

CSAAWU’S initiatives while
engaging with C-19
CSAAWU’s focus during the early months of the
C-19 pandemic was to raise awareness, build
solidarity and develop new methods and ways
of working. Between April and May, the union
distributed pamphlets about workers’ rights
during the C-19, raising awareness about C-19
and general behavioural requirements.
CSAAWU also distributed soap, thousands of
masks and hand sanitisers, and started to deal
with the general situation of hunger and poverty.
We established a small farmworker to farmworker
solidarity fund and with this and support
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received from friends we distributed 1500 food
hampers to very needy households. CSAAWU
supported all the area committees to establish
local soup kitchens that could serve both as
points of organising, information dissemination
and having small meetings.

organised ways to support retired farm workers,
the old, the sickly etc.

We set up soup kitchens and food schemes in
several areas. CSAAWU and TCOE also distributed
over 2500 food hampers in Langeberg,
Lesseseur, Koo Valley, Grabouw, Kannaland and
the Overberg. Along with the food hampers,
went masks and general information about
C-19. During this time even some commercial
farmers donated vegetables (pumpkins, oranges,
tomatoes, etc) to workers. We also mobilised
localised solidarity actions, collecting, giving
and rebuilding local solidarity and we saw
a “resurgence of reciprocity”. CSAAWU also

CSAAWU also got smartphones to its members so
that the leadership in remote areas/ farms could
be reached; lead shop stewards were trained to
use Zoom, and this assisted the union to organise
weekly team meetings and widespread popular
education webinars.
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CSAAWU also raised awareness of GBV (Gender
Based Violence) and trained male shop-stewards
to speak out and say “no to GBV”.

Task teams had to be the link between the national
executive, shop stewards and members. The task
teams also had the responsibility to ensure that the
union continued to grow, and that the organisation
remained consistent throughout the pandemic.
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Re-thinking CSAAWU’s
methodology and approach
during COVID-19

Working with and building
area committees and new
areas of work

One of the main challenges that CSAAWU
experienced in 2020 was to expose many
members to technology. Most of the members
live on far-flung farms and while, some workers
were familiar with using the mobile phone to
send messages they did not use the phones
for emails for other on-line activities., and had
no experience of ever using a computer or
participating in webinars and virtual platforms.

Despite the many challenges faced during the
lockdown and the restrictions on movement, the
union continued to slowly expand its outreach
to new areas. This was accompanied by the
union building area committees as opposed to
building branches. Although this approach is not
new, it was a way of working that assisted local
self-organisation. The area committees in the
traditional areas of organising continued.

This started a rapid learning and “each-oneteach-one” system. We also used the technology
to conduct training with shop stewards,
executive members and women leaders. This
was not easy, but we managed to reach more
and more shop stewards and area leaders. Often
there were problems of access to electricity, data
and common spaces to gather for meetings.

Langeberg/ Breede River region: here
CSAAWU established a task team for the region
and revived the local area committee. The task
team consisted of 15 women and men leading
workers and shop stewards from the areas where
the union has membership. The team met biweekly via zoom and discussed the issues of
concern and took responsibility for the three soup
kitchens in the area (Klassvogts; Lessecheur and
Bonnievale). These soup kitchens are still going
although they are not as strong as previously and
have to be restructured.

Mobile phones & speaker boxes: The pandemic
forced us into taking a leap forward and learn new
ways of conducting our work. CSAAWU managed,
with support from partners, to purchase over 50
basic smart phones. This technology allowed
the executive to have weekly zoom meetings,
participate in capacity building sessions and the
area committees and shop steward education
continued regularly. We were also able to buy
new phones for areas with speaker boxes to
ensure that we keep on communicating with our
members to conduct training sessions. All those
who received the mobile phones had to sign an
agreement detailing the terms and conditions
to manage and use the device, making it clear
that the mobile phone was for union work and
not personal property. In addition to the smart
phones, we provided small speakers and also
got union officials to use data projectors during
webinars.

M o v e m e n t B u i l d i n g CSAAW U	

We also had ongoing distribution of pamphlets
and other information dealing with the major
urgent campaigns that CSAAWU launched. On
the eve of the 26th March 2020 we we had to
send out letters to companies reminding them to
be more cautious when it came to the health &
safety of our members in the workplace and the
communities at large, as they were neglecting the
wellbeing of workers in the mist of the pandemic.
After we intervened, the farmers applied the
regulations of the lockdown.
In the Kannaland Muncipality (Ladismith) and in
the Overberg District Municipality the task teams
played an active role in community organising,
where concerns over youth unemployment
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and deepening poverty became rallying points.
There were also soup kitchens, especially in the
informal settlements, which assisted the union to
build alliances with the youth and the churches.
The Matzekamma District Municipality:
This is a new region for the union, where citrus
fruits, grapes and wine production are the main
agricultural production. The main entry point
has been health and safety on farms. In 2020
CSAAWU visited several farms and mobilised
the Department of Labour to undertake OHS
(Occupation Health and Safety) inspections and
take action where needed. New plants and farms
reached:
1. Klawer Wines: Since starting there,
CSAAWU has already reached a point
of wage negotiations, demanding a
12% increase, and making several other
demands, including a R100 increase to
the Christmas voucher. The company
responded with an offer of a 3% increase
and rejected almost all CSAAWU’s other
demands. Meanwhile CSAAWU members
informed us that their grievances in terms
of the hostel accommodation had been
addressed.
1. Vredendal: CSAAWU had a meeting with
Department of Labour over 2 fatal cases
brought to our attention – this assisted us
to organise the Department of Labour to
visit the Vredendal Area from the 10th to
the 13th of November 2020, when they
conducted OHS inspections in:
•
•
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Namblast -Vredendal North, where we
have membership.
Trawal Wine Caller: where we have
organisational rights. The DOL inspectors
found that the employer was in noncompliance with the OHS ACT of 1993 and
he was issued with a notice of compliance
within 90 working days.

•

Sprytdrift Winery: where CSAAWU has
all the rights. There was an explosion
at the cellar on Saturday1st November
2020, where one of the empty wine tanks
exploded and fortunately there were no
injuries or fatalities. However, we wrote
a letter to the company requesting them
to prepare a report within seven working
days. Afterwards the DOL went to visit the
plant and met with the employer.

Lutzville and Koekenaap are also additional
new areas where the union now has a presence.
Theewaterskloof Municipality: Grabow is the
main area where CSAAWU has started to work
but this has been very challenging after the strike
of 2019 at the Oaklands Farm, and the processes
linked to the legal battles around single-sex
hostels in the Equality Court. Since then the
work in the region has remained challenging
where xenophobia and political violence have
resurfaced.
New areas of work now include: Hermanus and
Gansbaai – this is a completely new area of work,
both geographically and the organising in fish
processing., and much learning will be needed to
be really useful to the sector; Botriver – here the
CSAAWU work was been with farm workers on a
wine farm.
The Cape Metro: The metro region of CSAAWU
is where the union first organised in the greater
Cape Town as well as areas in the Cape Winelands
such as Agter Paarl. Presently, CSAAWU works
on Groot Constantia, Klein Constantia and
Buitenverwachting.
New areas are:
•

Phillipi farms (vegetables farms in the
suburbs of Cape Town) and there was an
expansion to additional farms.
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•

•

•

Wellington. In this area much time was
spent on follow up and the servicing
of existing farms and workplaces. The
issues of wages, working conditions and
retrenchments have taken the centre
stage, with demands for a 25% wage
increase across the board; workers to
be paid on rainy days; proper day care
centre for farmers children; upgrading of
farmhouses.
Reliance farm: A meeting was held
with workers at the farm regarding
membership. It was clear that the farm
workers working in the vineyard have
not joined the union. We have requested
that workers hold a meeting with all the
workers in the farm to sign them up as
members.
St Malo Farm: preparation of shop stewards
to represent workers due to appear before
a disciplinary hearing.

Retrenchments
Many employers used this pandemic to
restructure their businesses and get rid of
workers they deemed as “troublemakers”, via
retrenchment processes, issuing voluntary
retrenchment packages. Workers accepted
these untruthful packages because they had
no choice to provide for their families, as there
were no genuine assistances from employers and
government. This issue will likely be with us for
a long time after this pandemic. As CSAAWU we
launched various educational tools to help our
shop stewards to understand the crisis politically
and organisationally. We, however, acknowledge
the limitations in terms of resources and capacity.
Many seasonal workers also found themselves
in the crossfire and being victims of unfair
terminations of their contracts. Most of these
workers are migrant workers. Government had
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absolutely nothing in place to assist migrant
workers leaving them to starve with their
families. Most farmers followed illegal process on
dismissing seasonal workers.

Temporary employment
relief support (TERS)
Government extended its bail-out package TERS
to the agricultural sector as a way of ensuring farm
workers jobs are secured. In fact, the government
created a few schemes and grants to support
white commercial farmers and this included a
loan facility at the Land Bank. An example of the
types of support is the Western Cape Department
of Agriculture (WCDoA) decision to provide
“crucial relief to employees in the South African
wine tourism sector, in the form of a R12 million
support fund.” All these mechanisms were also
intended to ensure agriculture workers were not
retrenched.
However, many employers did not deem
important to apply for TERS for workers when they
were not working. Many workers and they families
suffered because of the arrogance of the bosses.
We are continuously engaging the employers
who applied and received TERS funds but did
not transfer the money to their workers. CSAAWU
had to write letters to the Department of Labour
calling out for help but without success. Some
companies had even continuously applied for
the TERS monies when employees had returned
to work. They now pay employees with the TERS
funds. CSAAWU will continue to engage various
departments to hold the companies responsible.

Popular education
in the region
CSAAWU had online trainings with shop stewards
on health & Safety regulations around C-19.
These are ongoing on a weekly basis as well as on
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the rights and responsibilities of shop stewards
and members within the union, and on violence
against woman & children. Many changes are
happening on farms due to shop stewards
understanding the objectives of CSAAWU.
Workers houses are being renovated (see below)
but the important is to keep our focus on the
growth of CSAAWU in all areas.

company refused to negotiate with the union,
claiming they do not have money and CSAAWU
launched a dispute and referred the matter to
the CCMA. The company was forced to start
negotiating with the union in November 2020.
CSAAWU also forced the company to implement
a grading system that should be done by the
end of October 2020.

Ongoing struggles

Building women activism
and leadership in the union

CSAAWU members were involved in ongoing
struggles at the Slanghoek Cellar, the Breed
River Bottling Cooperative, Deetlefs Wine Estate,
van Loveren, and Robertson Winery over a
variety of labour issues: from unfair dismissals
and persecution of CSAAWU members and
shopstewards, unlawful retrenchments, irregular
TERS payments, some of which have been
referred to the CCMA.

New companies
CSAAWU, in 2020, started organising Robertson
Pick’ n Pay and Montagu Snacks, where we
managed to sign up 80+ members. The
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Women laid off
while men work
The workers explained: “when the lockdown was
announced, we were still harvesting and there
was still a lot of grapes to pick”. Gina, a permanent
worker, elaborated on the confusion: “The farm
owner stopped all the women from completing
the harvesting. On that day, at the end of March,
we were all told to stay at home, both women and
men. Yet one week later the men were called back
to work, but not the women. I asked why, because
I am a permanent worker. Yet, I was expected to
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make ends meet and feed my children. I am a single
parent.”
During April, there were many complaints to
the union about no pay, especially from women
claiming that they were forced to take leave
during the lockdown if they wanted to be paid.
Women in a group explained that they did not
have access to UIF money or TERS funds and they
did not know whether the bosses had applied to
access these funds. However, two women said all
the families received grocery hampers.

General organisational
capacity building
The union embarked on a few staff capacity
building activities. We highlight attendance of
a Course on Labour Law, focussing, amongst
others, on the ILO Conventions 87 and 98,

on Freedom of Association and Collective
Bargaining , the Labour Relations Act (LRA) and
binding collective agreements between trade
unions and employers; compulsory conciliation
in all disputes; and a legislative framework for
the voluntary establishment and functioning of
sectoral bargaining councils, etc.

Campaigns
Despite the challenges, the fears and anxiety
of many of the staff, workers and organisers of
CSAAWU confronted, the union registered some
gains. After years of campaigning for ethical
standards to be implemented in the wine sector,
including building alliances especially in the
Scandinavian countries, there is some small
movement such as in the wine farm and producers
Leeuvenkuil, where the relationship with CSAAWU
has been hostile over the years and some
shopstewards were dismissed and in 2019. Now
the IUF (International Union of Food, Agricultural,
Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco and Allied
Workers’ Associations) has decided to support
CSAAWU in putting pressure on this company.
CSAAWU also joined SAFTU/ COSATU in taking up
the call for a stayaway on the 7th October 2020 to
highlight the growing austerity, retrenchments
and poverty of the working class. Hundreds of
poor farm workers gave up a days’ wage and
joined the call to action.
CSAAWU/ TCOE, together with the Rosa
Luxemburg Foundation also finalised the study on
wines from South Africa sold in Germany. This is
the start of building an alliance between CSAAWU
and VERDI, the large retail union in Germany.
Lastly, the study on pesticides was also
completed and presently CSAAWU is preparing
the membership to use the abuse of pesticides
to advance its Occupational Health and Safety
(OHS) campaign.
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REPORT ON THE RURAL
LEGAL CENTRE
The Rural Legal Centre (RLC) in partnership
with CSAAWU has been under severe pressure
from communities to assist these families and
employees in the process. Part of our social relief
was mainly focused on seasonal workers including
migrant workers. The severe crisis had a major
impact on migrant workers during this pandemic.
We managed to intervene in all cases reported
to our office and assist hundreds of workers
confronting the bosses within the region, and we
wait for many CCMA cases that will appear before
the commission. The task team acknowledged the
importance of keeping solidarity and unity among
all workers in our region.
The RLC and evictions: The RLC had to deal with
a number of farm workers who have been evicted.
In Langeberg, there have been a total of 40 illegal
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evictions during the C-19 lockdown. However,
farm worker leaders report that this figure is
only the tip of the iceberg. They noted that many
new shacks have been erected in the informal
settlements of Nkqubela, Bo-Dorp, Zolani, Ashton,
Montague and Bonnievale, and that most of these
new shacks belonged to poor people evicted from
farms in the past few years. Mawubuye has agreed
to investigate this issue further.
According to the CSAAWU shop steward from the
Goree farm in Ashton, the rate of evictions in the
area increased during the C-19 lockdown from
three cases to seven cases in two months. These
cases have been on three different farms in the
Stockwell area.
We have taken legal action with the support of
SERI (Socio-Economic Rights Institute) as well
as the RLC to challenge the farmers eviction
procedures in an attempt to halt evictions.
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Southern
Africa Rural
Women’s
Assembly
2020 is a year that will not easily be
forgotten. The COVID (C-19) pandemic has
without doubt been the biggest disruptor
to our lives in recent history. No territory has
been spared the impact of the SARS-Cov-2
and its various impacts whether these are
health related or the number of cases or
deaths (direct and indirect) – most health
systems globally have been tested.
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Sadly, health systems in South Africa and
Southern Africa, which were already in a rather
fragile state as a result of the austerity measures
and the marginalisation of health and other public
services over the past decades, fared poorly.
Hospitals struggled because of the unavailability
of medicines and health equipment, sufficient
health workers and facilities for testing, laboratory
services, beds, etc.
2,46 million women and men succumbed to the
C-19 pandemic globally. In the SADC region,
South Africa stood out with over 1,4 million
infections and the large numbers of people that
succumbed to the virus. In South Africa, hundreds
of health care professionals lost their lives, and
many were infected by C-19.
The pandemic also exposed the deep socioeconomic inequalities in the region and the
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daily experiences of local people in accessing
basic goods and needs such as shelter, food and
water.
Additionally, most countries in the region
implemented National States of Disasters
(Malawi, South Africa and Zimbabwe), States of
Emergencies (Angola, Democratic Republic of
Congo, eSwatini (formerly known as Swaziland),
Lesotho, Mozambique and Namibia) and
Declarations of Public Health Emergencies
(Botswana, Madagascar) as ways of coping with
the impact of the pandemic.
Many Southern Africa governments acted
swiftly in implementing lockdowns and travel
restrictions in the early days of the pandemic,
borders in region were closed except for
transport of food and goods. Often the measures
introduced were a one-size fits all.
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The impacts of the measures imposed to
prevent the spread of C-19 are diverse, complex
and multidimensional and include not just a
deepening economic crisis and recession but it is
also adversely affecting the livelihoods of many,
including groups that were already vulnerable
prior to C-19.

According to the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa (UNECA) economic
indicators contractions have been observed and/
or forecasted as direct consequences of C-19
with a contraction at regional level of over 3% in
2020, 6.4% for South Africa, 13.1% for Botswana
and 7.4% for Zimbabwe.

While migrant workers are particularly vulnerable,
the impacts of C-19 are broad, and in that sense,
all workers are affected. And whilst it is true
that the economic impact of C-19 affected even
the wealthiest nations, for some regions, such
as Sub-Saharan Africa, it meant that it further
compromised the situation with unemployment
rising to unprecedented levels. In South Africa,
unofficial unemployment is over 40% generally
whilst in Southern Africa the figures are over
50%, especially amongst young people.

Whilst most countries of the global north
suffered and continue to suffer great losses from
the pandemic their social protection measures
and stimulus packages kept hunger at bay, but
this was not the case in the global South. Most
countries in SADC region were not able to provide
unemployment relief packages or food. These
deficits of social protection for households were
more acute for migrant workers, undocumented
workers and seasonal agricultural workers and
millions of domestic workers.
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This situation increased vulnerabilities due to the
reduction in social protection measures; the state
of inequality, which was already pronounced
in most Southern African countries, has been
exacerbated by the C-19 crisis and poverty levels
have deepened.
The region saw increased debt levels as SADC
Member States reached out internationally
to attract funding not only for direct C-19
interventions but also to support government
spending in other areas inclusive of relief grants.
The South African National Treasury in February
2021 warned that the escalating debt (now
at 80% of GDP) was superseding that of other
emerging markets.
The increased country debt was also reflected
in very high household debt. Overall, diverse
impacts on households have been recorded
across the board but migrant workers and
seasonal women workers were particularly
exposed to the adverse impacts of C-19 response
measures, inclusive of:
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a) Reduced income due to temporary workplace
closures, work stoppages or outright job
losses especially in sectors not deemed to be
essential such as hospitality and industry.
b) Deprivation and extreme poverty driven by
the above, with many migrants becoming
stranded in the countries of destination with
little or no income to meet their basic needs;
nor enough to pay for assisted repatriation.
c) Closures of public transport systems,
preventing many migrant workers from
getting to their workplace even in cases
where they were allowed to continue to work.

1.2 Lack of safety-nets
and access to justice
Whilst governments in Global North such as the
Germany, USA, Britain, etc, introduced massive
stimulus packages to business and to households
during the lockdowns and restrictions, this was
not the possible in many parts of Southern
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Africa. This lack of government-supported social
safety nets meant that under total and partial
lockdowns the poorest communities faced
difficulties in accessing food, water, health care
and other necessities.
Across the region, the socio-economic and
political impact of the crisis, combined with often
stringent
government
restrictions
on
fundamental rights and freedoms, at times led
to citizen disgruntlement and unrest and heavy
police crackdowns. Poor and marginalised
communities were most vulnerable to such
abuses as they disobeyed lockdown regulations
in search of necessities.
Women in the informal sector struggled as
markets were shut and cross border trading
came to a stand-still as borders were also closed.
These measures also meant that layers of rural
livelihoods, especially those of small-scale
farmers, producers and fishers were made more
vulnerable and dependent.
In some instances, small-scale farmers were
stopped from harvesting their produce and had to
watch much needed food go to waste in the fields.
Safety-nets, awareness raising, supply of soap
and sanitisers were often made available by the
NGO and the welfare sectors.
In this regard, the Rural Women’s Assembly (RWA)
across the region played a role in working with
communities to raise awareness, distribute pamphlets,
develop ways of dispensing water for hand washing,
distributing seeds and food parcels, etc.
Another problem that many workers had to deal
with, especially those that were retrenched in
South Africa, was the fact that most government
departments, especially the Department of Labour,
the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and
Arbitration (CCMA) were shut and workers really
struggled to access any basic rights.

Namibian women selling their crafts at the
border markets

1.3 Gender- Based Violence
Although most of governments across the
region have indicated that the levels of GBV had
decreased during the pandemic mainly due to the
closures of alcohol outlets, this is very different to
what the RWA country chapters suggest.
In fact, the RWA members argue that the figures
appear lower because the government and the
police were mainly focused on monitoring the
C-19 restrictions, the curfews and the general
ways in which the public responded.
Women complain that they often could not get
to the police stations to lay complaints. Most
public services, such as social services, trauma
counselling or even safe houses were not
accessible.
This meant that the tensions in many poor
households were very high as the homes were
overcrowded, with many people living in one
shack or rondavel. Given that food was scarce
and schools were closed, this placed an increased
burden on women to deal with: besides the
challenges of deepening unemployment,
poverty, no safety nets, hunger, children and
frustrated men holed up in the same space.
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strategies are based on the Paris Agreement of
reducing global temperatures to between 1.5
-2 degrees Celsius.
Already the Southern Africa region continues to
experience ongoing cycles of extreme droughts
and floods, with annual cyclones becoming
“normal”.
In the Eastern and Southern African region,
more than 35,1 million people (50% being
children) need humanitarian assistance due to
climate-related shocks, health emergencies and
displacements. Prolonged dry spells during the
second half of the 2019-2020 rainy season resulted
in reduced seasonal production, food deficits,
price increases and increased food insecurity in
many parts of southern Africa including southern
Angola, Namibia, southern Zambia, and parts of
Lesotho, Botswana and Zimbabwe.

Makeshift water dispensers made by RWA
members in Lesotho.

1.4 Climate change and
ongoing extractivism
Preoccupation with C-19, the slow pace of the
vaccine roll-out, vaccine nationalism, the lack of
resources of poor countries to secure the vaccine
and the lack of real or accurate information in South
Africa and Southern Africa about the vaccine, has
clouded our consciousness of climate change.
This is despite the fact that Mozambique, Malawi,
Zimbabwe and South Africa have experienced yet
another cyclone. Mozambique was still recovering
from Cyclone Idai of 2020.
The UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change secretariat recently stated that by
2030 Africa will need trillions of dollars in
“conditional and unconditional” financing
support to deal the continents’ climate change
adaptation and mitigation strategies. The
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Zambia reports indicate that in October 2019
and March 2020 47% of the districts were
severely impacted by the poor raining season.
The Government of Lesotho issued an official
press statement expressing concern about the
predicted deteriorating drought situation in
April this year. However, by late 2020 the region
received good rains and this signalled a moment
of optimism in the midst of the C-19 dark clouds.
The RWA members from the various country
chapters argue that there exists a huge gap
between policy for “disaster management
systems, early warning systems” and the plight of
communities displaced by cyclones and floods.
The seasonal cyclones and tropical storms in
Comoros, Malawi, Mozambique and Madagascar
mean that populations remain at risk.
Nevertheless, poor, rural women point out that
often, in Mozambique, they are warned to move
to higher regions, and certainly this saves
lives. However, there is very limited support
for the loss of property, livelihoods and loss
of environment especially topsoil and arable
lands. The infra-structure in much of the region
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requires upgrading and the creation of water
management systems that can harvest water for
the drought periods.
There is also growing concern over the way our
coastal lines are exploited. The example of the
conflict in the North of Mozambique, in Cabo
Delgado, and the near destruction of parts of
Mauritius’ pristine coast when the Japanese
tanker split oil last year, are indicators of some
of the confluences between extractivism,
environmental destruction and climate change
in the region – these activities and events have
multiplying impacts on the food (in)security
and increasing impoverishment of the local
populations.
The commercial interests in the oceans have
increased hugely as land-based sources
become fully exploited or exhausted. Costly
endeavours such as commercial mining of the

deep seabed, are now considered not only
feasible but imminent. Likewise, the search
for novel bioactive compounds to address
antimicrobial resistance is increasingly focused
on remote deep-sea microorganisms, whereas
space constraints on land have contributed
to the construction of large-scale offshore
wind farms and investment in deep-water
installations. In South Africa as well as in the
region, as recession bites deep, the “blue
economy” is touted as the solution for our
economic woes.

1.5 Our water resources
For the RWA the question of access to water cannot
be separated from land use, food production and
daily life. It is essential that rural women ensure
that access to water is also seen as a gendered
issue. Therefore, we see the need to promote
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in consultation mechanisms, female illiteracy
rates, lack of women role models, male hiring
committees that are reluctant to bring women
into all-male environments, job requirements for
frequent travel or long hours that make it difficult
for women to reconcile work life with family life
and lack of women-friendly policies to retain
women working in WRM after they get married
and/or have children.

1.6 Failing food system
2020 and the C-19 pandemic have highlighted
the growing pandemic of hunger. A recent WHO
(World Health Organisation) meeting estimates
that more than 820 million people globally are
undernourished. This is a jump of 60 million
in five years. Nearly a quarter of all children
under five are stunted and 1.9 billion adults are
overweight.

A beautiful display of seeds from the Word Food
Day celebrations in Eswatini.
normative changes that ensure women’s and
other vulnerable groups participation in water
resource management (WRM) and in the whole
water supply chain.
It starts by not simply viewing them as endusers but to engage them in a gender-smart
transition in WRM. Around the world, women
are often blocked from participation in WRM
institutions by both direct and indirect obstacles.
Direct obstacles may include the lack of title
deeds to land, thus making them ineligible for
participation in water user associations, or lack of
technical qualifications that are assumed to make
them unsuitable candidates for management
jobs. Indirect obstacles can include the harmful
gender norms which discourage girls from
engaging in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) education and reaching
management positions in other fields, or norms
which prevent women from active participation
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The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food,
Michael Fakhri, early in 2021 stated that the global
food crisis had become “chronic, urgent and set to
intensify”. He made the point that the UNFSS (UN
Food Systems Summit) that was meant to take
place in September 2021 and deal with hunger
appears to have lost direction as the focus is now
on science and technology, money and markets,
and does not address “fundamental questions of
inequality, accountability and governance”.
According to Fakhri, “It [appears] heavily skewed
in favour of one type of approach to food
systems, namely market-based solutions … it
leaves out experimental/traditional knowledge
that has the acute effect of excluding indigenous
peoples and their knowledge”. The business
sector has been part of the problem of food
systems but has not been held accountable. The
former UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to
Food and the current UN Special Rapporteur
on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, De
Schutter, as well as Olivia Yambi, a nutrition
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expert and former UNICEF official, also promote
agroecology.
This is one of the reasons why RWA has joined
hands with AFSA (Alliance for Food Sovereignty
in Africa) to challenge the 2021 UNFSS framework
and the role of Dr Kalibata and her Summit
Secretariat. Over 500 popular organisations
(farmer movements, peasants unions, rural
women, NGOs) challenged the appointment of
Dr Kalibata to drive the UNFSS given her role and
link with corporate food systems.
One would expect that a UN Summit coming
from the Secretary General’s office, dealing with
food security, would have human rights on the
agenda from the outset, and then ensure that
human rights are central to the entire process.
Presently the UN Declarations on the Rights of
Peasants and Other People Working in Rural
Areas and on the Right to Food place peoples
demands at the centre and connect to
traditional knowledge, scientific knowledge,
social sciences, and cultural practices including
agroecological and organic production.

The pandemic is an opportunity to rethink our
food systems and particularly develop strategies
for local food systems.

1.7 Rebuilding systems of
solidarity and hope
It is clear that the C-19 pandemic has ushered
in a new moment. It will be foolish and counter
intuitive to imagine that the task is to go back to
the way “things” were. Much is changing in the
world, new ways of communication, of connecting,
the world of work etc. The pandemic in many ways
has forced us to “shut down”, to rethink, reflect on
how we organise our work. But most importantly,
we will have to think about how to organise our
resistance and how we rebuild new visions, new
imaginations and hopes.
The C-19 pandemic cannot be reviewed in
isolation from climate change, the intrusion of
human activity on nature. In going forward to
we need to rethink our relation to nature and our
levels of consumption and modes of production.

Comrades in Mauritius demanding for resititution after the devastation caused by the recent oil spill.
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1. Objectives for the reporting period: 2020
•

Mobilise rural women, peasants/small-scale farmers, producers, fishers, farm
workers, farm and forest dwellers from the SADC region.

•

Critically engage their governments as well as regional and global governance
structures in food, agriculture, climate and land policy frameworks.

•

Unlock local processes of self-organisation and learning to critique the
proposals that are particularly aimed at the commodification of nature and
the privatization of our common goods.

•

Participate in people’s spaces especially spaces that can advance the interests
of rural women, spaces that oppose racism, xenophobia, homophobia and
violence against women and children.

•

Develop and share concrete alternatives that undermine the dominant
agricultural and extractivist models.

•

Strengthen a feminist analysis and critique of the false solutions such as the
Green Economy and climate “smart” agricultural proposals.

Despite all the difficulties of functioning as a
regional movement, the RWA also managed to
do an external evaluation. Though the evaluation
was completed, it has to be noted that the
process was mostly done on -line and therefore
there are many limitations.
The evaluation was expected to take on a feminist
approach and be mindful of the nature of the
institution that RWA is. Covering the period 2009
to 2020, the evaluation was expected to reflect
on RWA at regional, country and local level.
The proposed evaluation was to have three
dimensions:
•

•
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A reflection on the complex context in
which RWA operates, looking at how this has
influenced its work and growth over the years.
Given the current context of C-19-19 with
its impact across the globe, the evaluation
examined its current implications – both

challenges and opportunities - on RWA
and its future ability to organise.
•

Lastly, the evaluation was expected to
reflect on the extent to which RWA’s
partners and the support they had offered
to the movement over the years had
influenced its work and what their valueaddition has been.

To respond to these questions the evaluation
followed the five standard evaluation criteria
based on the OECD criteria for evaluating
development interventions. Applying the Viable
Systems Model (VSM) developed by Beer (1985),
the evaluation applied the criteria to 5 interrelated
aspects of RWA as an integrated system
1. Relevance
–
examining
identity,
organising and governance structures and
systems of RWA in relation to its fitness
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for purpose in the past and in the current
context.
2. Impact – assessing the key achievements
and milestones of RWA over the past 10
years.
3. Effectiveness – examining the extent
to which the feminist approaches and
strategies used by RWA have been effective
towards engendering a feminist practice,
consciousness building and leadership
across the movement both at a local and
regional levels.
4. Efficiency – assessing the extent to which
the resources deployed to carry out RWA’s
work (financial and human) are efficient,
as well as reviewing ways in which RWA
monitors what it does.
5. Sustainability of RWA’s work – with a
focus on financial sustainability of RWA,
knowledge management, learning and
institutional capacity.

Findings
Relevance- Governance, identity and purpose
The evaluation found that RWA’s identity
and purpose is clear, well understood and
communicated among members and tested
continuously for relevance to context. This is seen
in its growing agenda and responsiveness to the
needs and lived realities of its members, most
recently evidenced by the C-19 pandemic which
RWA took in its stride regardless of the fact that
prevailing work and the new online organising
ethic was a particular challenge for its target group.
While it would appear that the diversity of RWA
members could be a threat to its identity, the
network has found ways to manage the tensions
by working in a true intersectional way that was
also seen as a strength of this movement. It has
a shared sense of purpose that drives its work,
and this is well understood by its members. As
part of shaping its unique identity, it has found
distinctive ways of showcasing the cultural and
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historical diversity of its members. Whilst not an
easy path and something that has certainly been
a challenge, RWA makes room in its spaces to
accommodate different expressions of language.
These are all important to keep RWA relevant to
its members.

inclusive decision-making processes. It has
also been intentional in inculcating feminist
leadership as a core approach to its work.

Looking at movement theory, structurally
RWA has completed its emergence phase and
is in its coalescence phase which includes
building leadership and setting up governance
structures

The evaluation found that RWA’s work empowered
its members to realise their physical assets. It is
suggested that some of the members now have
access to land, whether owned, leased or with
usage rights, decent shelter, water and sanitation,

across its different levels. These structures are
used to maintain inclusion and accountability
throughout the different levels of RWA. These
were necessary to inculcate its sense of shared
purpose and direction, ensure ownership, and

improved access to solar as alternative energy. Land,
in particular, is a resource that not only provides
economic benefits but for feminist activism, is one
key determinant of identity at a personal identity
level beyond the name to one’s domicile.
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Impact - What difference has the
intervention made?
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Leadership Capacity and
strengthening (impact on
human capital)
The evaluation found that RWA has contributed
immensely to building and strengthening the
leadership capacity of its members as well as
managed to entrench a feminist leadership ethic
amongst them at the operational and individual
levels. It has built women’s confidence and
awakened their political consciousness. This was
not just experienced by its leaders only but also
members across the board. Its reflective practice
enabled its members to learn, surface and unpack
for themselves the nature of their own oppression,
recognise power dynamics that shape this
oppression and work out for themselves how they
want to challenge the underlying drivers that lead

to the oppression of rural women.

Social Capital
RWA has built members’ social capital by
mobilising other women to join their cause as
well as reaching out to other networks in their
localities and globally to advance their cause.
What was of interest is mobilisation work was
done by ordinary rural women and they did this
systematically in ways that were true to their local
realities. In the process they risked being labelled
and being misunderstood. This is evidenced by
the local and global solidarity networks which
have cushioned women through social safety
nets from natural and or man-made disasters.
The social networks have been instrumental in
offering the much-needed exposure and services
members needed to grow their movement.

S o u t h e r n A f r i c a R u r a l W o m e n ’ s A s s e mb ly y
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Occupation of spaces
RWA has successfully occupied spaces as a
political means to protest and make their
voices heard. This was done in ways that are
creative and that attract attention. This and
the other work they have done resulted in
their increased visibility and recognition of
RWA by various players both in their local
communities and countries, regionally
and at a global level; from local traditional
authorities, government players in various
countries, media and even from other popular
movements and networks. The sterling work
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that RWA has been doing of breeding and
saving indigenous seeds has contributed
immensely towards this recognition and shift
in attitude of those who were previously
opposed to them.

Collective power to
influence decision makers
Members successfully used their collective
power and knowledge to influence decision
makers in their local communities, national
parliaments, at the SADC Heads of States at
regional level, at the African Union and at
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various UN bodies. Their efforts contributed
to stronger legislative frameworks for equality
and women empowerment. They have also
gone beyond traditional farming to lobbying
for a feminist agroecology that not only
provides livelihoods but is environmentally
friendly.

Growth of the movement
RWA has grown as a movement. This is
evident in its numbers starting with the 250
women who attended its initial meeting,
to a membership of approximately 93 000
members. Its growth is also seen in the
number of country chapters it has established
as well as in its agenda in ways that show the
different intersections and dimensions of
rural women.

S o u t h e r n A f r i c a R u r a l W o m e n ’ s A s s e mb ly
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Food
Sovereignty
The objectives of the Food Sovereignty
stream for 2020 were to enhance food
security and food sovereignty, land and
water acquisition for crop and livestock
farming, build capacity of small- scale
farmers and small-scale fishers, strengthen
alliances with partners and establish a
working committee that would be working
with the nurseries as well as the food
gardens.

Food Sovereignty Report
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Rains received in the first quarter gave some slight
relief to all producers, including crop, livestock
and small-scale fishers. The establishment of
the Agri-Park in Dimbaza, which is in progress,
is going to open more markets for the smallscale farmers. There was also a call to farmers
in the Amatole District Municipality to commit
themselves to supply white maize to the milling
company located in the park. We have cautioned
our farmers to make sure that they will not be

manipulated in the process.
The Food Sovereignty Stream worked with
other streams and strategic partners to continue
advancing food production, traditional seeds and
livestock and land access and productive use.
Workshops/ Field Schools/ Meetings held by
Food Sovereignty stream across provinces with
regional Inyanda members.

Workshops/ Field Schools/ Meetings held by Food Sovereignty
stream across provinces with regional Inyanda members
Activity

Date (2020)

Venue

1.

Workshop on seeds

21st-23rd January

Giyani, E. Cape

2.

IBLN Meeting

4th February

Cambridge, E. Cape

3.

Partnership Meeting with Dept Environment- Rhodes Univ.

11th February

4.

Meeting with garden Champions

5.

Females Males Total
2

2

4

18

12

30

Berlin, E. Cape

3

1

4

12th February

PE, E. Cape

9

6

15

Makukhanye Leadership Induction Workshop

8th -9th February

PE, E. Cape

13

12

25

6.

DKA visit Meeting

27th February

Ndhambi Village, Limpopo

3

1

4

7.

Agroecology School

10th-11th March

Berlin, E. Cape

4

6

10

8.

Provincial Food Festival

20th March

Berlin, E. Cape

13

7

20

9.

Agroecology Training

12th June

Stutterheim, E.Cape

7

-

7

10. Training: Nursery Management

21st-22nd July

Mxumbu Village, E. Cape

2

6

8

11. Training: Seed Recovery

10th-11th Sept.

Blaawkrantz, E. Cape

12

2

14

12. AE Training Workshop

16th-18th Sept.

Makhanda, E. Cape

25

15

40

13. Regenerative Agric Training

August & Sept.

16

5

21

12

8

20

6

4

10

26

16

42

8

12

20

7

5

12

3

21

24

57

19
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14. Discussion meeting on land grabbing by area
chief and white farmer friends

1 Sept.

15. Meeting with Dept. of Local Economic
Development and Gateway Health Institute: value 4 Sept.
adding (bananas)
16. Consider establishing an area farmers association
with projects to entice youth
17. Discussions to deal with Chief Majeje
appropriation of 10 cattle from Mr. Nkuna.
18. Meeting with Prov. Dept. Economic Development:
look at value addition project: focus on vegies

F. State, E. Cape, W. Cape,
Limpopo
Davano farm, Limpopo
(Norah’s farm)
MFA Distribution Center,
Limpopo

9 Sept.

Dinga village, Limpopo

24 Sept.

Prieska (Limpopo)

10 Sept.

MFA distribution Centre,
Limpopo

19. Livestock Farmer Forum Meeting

28th Sept.-1st Oct. Botshabelo, Free State

20. AE Training W/Shop

4th-7th November Kuruman, Northern Cape

Total

72

246

160 406
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LAND ACQUISITION AND USE
Members of Inyanda acquired land of different sizes for both crop and livestock production:
Farmer

Land size Tenure Arrangement

Land Use

Pelokazi Dlikilili (Dimbaza)

16 Ha

10-year lease from private owner

Food and cash crops, small stock

Potsdam Farmers Association

1.5 Ha

Open lease from Municipality

Community food garden

Mxumbu Youth Coop

2 Ha

PTO** from Traditional Authority

Nursery and vegetable production

Stutterheim Young Women Group

6 Ha

PTO from the councillor

Different types of vegetables and field crops

PTO from Traditional Authority

Nursery and vegetable production

Fort Murray Women Coop

1.5 Ha

Busi and Bafo Organic Farm (Cambridge)

48 Ha

30-year lease from Dept. Rural
Development and Land Reform

Piggery, poultry and crop farming

Fort Murray Women Group

8 Ha PTO from the Traditional Authority Food and cash crops, nursery

Sicambeni Farmers (Port St. Johns)

4 Ha PTO from the Traditional Authority Field crops and fruit production

Sterkspruit Youth Group

2 Ha

Free State RWA (FSRWA)

25 Ha

30-year lease from private owner

MFA

20 Ha

PTO from the Traditional Authority Agroecology learning site

MFA

36 Ha

PTO from the traditional Authority Field and vegetable gardens

Total

170 Ha

Open lease from the local
hospital

Establishment of an agroecology learning
site as well as production of livestock

(** PTO = Permission to Occupy)

MOBILISING AND
ORGANISING LIVESTOCK
FARMERS
There has been a drive to organise more livestock
farmers nationally and integrate them into the
food sovereignty stream, even though most
of our farmers practice mixed farming, and
diversification of production has been at the
centre of our operations. The main challenges
affecting livestock farmers in communal lands
are access to land for grazing, access to reliable
water points and fast spreading of diseases as
animals are always mixing with different herds
which can be diseased.
In the E. Cape field visits were undertaken in the
areas of Uitenhage, Jeffrey’s Bay, Humansdorp
and Paterson to strengthen and establish
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Vegetable and fruit production

working teams at local level. The Koega stock
farmers engaged the municipality on access
to commonage land. In the Paterson (Sunday’s
River Valley), stock farmers are working with food
gardeners and have just acquired land where
cropping has already started. A working team
was also elected, composed of 5 members. On
23 March 2020, the Department of Agriculture
visited the group to facilitate their registration
as a cooperative. In Uitenhage, stock farmers
received feed as part of drought relief as well as
medication, as a result of constant engagements
with the Department. Some livestock farmers in
the Cala area have indicated the need to upgrade
their merino sheep breeds. This could be made
possible by acquiring some rams which would be
owned communally by the farmers.
In Limpopo, the current drive is to encourage
establishment of indigenous chicken and other
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small stock projects, an endeavour already in full
swing in other provinces.
There has been a remarkable shift by small-scale
farmers from rearing exotic breeds to indigenous
ones, with rising demand for traditional chickens.
One farmer in the Stutterheim area is keeping (on
average) 250 indigenous chickens and supplying
25 weekly to local shops at R80 each. Following
the receipt of effective rains over 2 months,
grazing greatly improved in most parts of the
country, improving breeding and increasing
livestock generally. However, improved grazing
also brought some challenges, with an outbreak
of blue tick in Lujilo (E. Cape). Farmers are strongly
encouraged to grow more herbs to boost the
immunity of their livestock and they are also
encouraged to preserve some of the grass in this
time of abundance to use it in the dry season.
This can be in form of hay or silage.

REVIVAL OF AGROECOLOGY
IN GRAHAMSTOWN AND
SURROUNDING AREAS
In the Grahamstown area, the Rural People’s
Movement (RPM) is showing interest in

reviving
agroecological
farming. The
chairperson of the RPM is doing sterling
work in raising awareness on the impacts
of industrial agriculture. She makes use of
community meetings to have slots talking
about the importance of eating healthy
agroecologically produced food. In Bathurst,
RPM members who had stopped farming
due to fence vandalism and theft of produce
are ready to resume operations once fences
are repaired – they aired their dilemma at
community meetings whereby members
promised to cooperate. In Port Alfred, a
group of small-scale farmers have acquired
land and they have indicated great interest in
agroecology training. Up to 50 home gardens
have been prepared between Bathurst and
Port Alfred area. Farmers are pleading for
support in terms of seeds, seedlings and
common garden tools.
The Unemployed People’s Movement (UPM)
has also received training in agroecology
in the period under review, with the
participation of 15 men and 25 women. This
has given rise to the establishment of 11
community gardens that are supplying the
UPM’s soup kitchen.

THE SEED PROJECT

Traditional seed saving methods that have been found to be very effective by small-scale producers
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The prices of food continue to rise, making it
more difficult for the impoverished to access
food. Traditional seeds are slowly disappearing
from the market. It is therefore prudent to
focus our attention on the establishment of
farmer managed seed systems (FMSS) to ensure
food sovereignty. If our farmers have access to
traditional/ open pollinated seed (OPV) varieties,
this will reduce the heavy dependency on
industrial seeds.
Thus, nationally, traditional seed saving, and
multiplication continues to be our focus
with events ranging from awareness raising
sessions on the negative impacts of GMOs and
shortcomings of the inability to reuse hybrid

seeds over different seasons, to dialogues on
food security and food sovereignty and seed
saving. More emphasis has been on traditional
seeds, heirloom seeds and OPVs. In some areas
of our work, there have been quite encouraging
harvests. We have managed to source some
traditional seeds from those who have in order to
support those who were affected by inadequate
rains.
Livestock farmers are not spared by this dilemma
of access to seeds. They need access to sustainable
fodder seeds so that they can cut their feed costs.
The farmers that TCOE works with are advised to
incorporate crop and livestock so as to promote
biodiversity and to diversify incomes.

NURSERIES
The table below gives an insight into the seventeen TCOE nurseries that are in operation.
Province
Western Cape

Eastern Cape

Limpopo)

Number of seedling nurseries

Type of Seeds Captured

4 in: Zolani, Robertson Bo-Dorp,

Cabbages, spinach, beetroot, butternut,

Swellendam and Suurbraak. Efforts are tomatoes, beans, broccoli, turnip,
in progress to revive another 2.

cauliflower herbs and fruit seeds.

4 in: Berlin, Xukwane, DELTA, Ntinga.

Cabbage, beetroot, spinach, turnip,

One more has been completed and in

onions, maize, butternut, pumpkins,

operation in Mxumbu village. There

tomatoes, different herbs, yellow and

are plans to revive the nurseries in

khaki beans, okra, melons, peas, forage

Siyazakha and Sundays River.

oats, vetch, Moringa, sorghum.

5 in: Dzumeri (DAFA), Merekome

Sugar beans, maize, okra, tomatoes,

and Maruleng and 2 by the Mopane

spinach, beetroot, watermelons &

Farmers Associations.

butternuts.

Free State

2 in Botshabelo

Total

17

Herbs, maize, butternuts, pumpkins,
tomatoes, beetroot, spinach.

In the period under review, the emphasis has
been to promote proper running of nurseries
to ensure a constant supply of seeds and other
planting materials. There has been a drop in the
production capacities of our nurseries. This is as
a result of drought. Two of the total number of
nurseries in Sundays River and Siyazakha have
had to stop operations due to a shortage of
water. There are plans to revive these nurseries
with the provision of rainwater harvesting tanks.
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Sowing Method
Seedling trays

Seedling Trays & Seed Beds

Seedling trays, polythene
pots & seed beds
Seed trays, polythene pots

In Mxumbu (E.Cape), some youths completed the
construction of a nursery under the guidance of
TCOE staff. This nursery aims to producing organic
seeds and seedlings for the community as well as
to generate income. There is great need to revisit
the management of both nurseries and seed
banks so that they operate productively. In many
cases, group dynamics have led to confusion in
the management of these important community
assets.
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In the Western Cape, Mawubuye has four
operating nurseries. The Bonnievale nursery has
been moved because the site on which it was
located has been sold to a private owner. Already
another piece of land where it will be relocated to
has been identified. The nursery in Genadendal is
not functional as well but it will be restored.
Two of Limpopo nurseries are not working
because of the problems alluded to above.
Another nursery was blown to the ground by
strong wings. We were sowing on seed beds and
now we will be using elevated seedling trays
to avoid crawling insects, rats and rabbits. MFA
managed to plant 48 indigenous fruit trees in
the nursery, aiming to plant those trees at the
agroecology centre site, to act as wind breaks and
they will also produce fruits and shading. Farmers
who are far from nurseries are encouraged to
make use of seed beds in their gardens for raising
seedlings.

ALLIANCES
The food sovereignty stream is working in alliance
with the following organisations:
i) African Centre for Biodiversity- on seed policy
and sovereignty.
ii) Imvotho Bubomi Learning Network- on
advancement of agroecology through
educational curriculum and use of media.
Rainwater harvesting and conservation.
iii) Eastern Cape Water Caucus- on access to
water for both domestic and agricultural
production. Water policy engagements.
iv) DELTA- on women empowerment and food
security/food sovereignty programme.
v) Rhodes University- on agroecology and
environmental awareness in the Lady Frere
area.
vi) BGCMA – on rainwater harvesting and
conservation.
vii) TA (Tshintsha Amakhaya) - on land access.
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UPDATE ON THE FREE
STATE – STRENGTHENIN
INYANDA’S FOOTPRINT IN
THE FREE STATE PROVINCE
• FREE STATE RWA – NEW
AGROECOLOGICAL SITE
The FSRWA has recently acquired a piece of
land measuring 25 Ha, with a 30-year lease from
a private owner. This land will be used for food
production and will serve as an agroecology hub
in the province. Some preparations have already
begun, including completion of compost and
liquid manure making. Members also managed
to capture cabbage, spinach and onion seeds
from the previous crop.
One of the members who has a tractor has
volunteered to till the land, once funds for the
purchase of the fuel are secured. FSRWA has also
received 900 seedlings (300 spinach, 300 onions
and 300 cabbage) from Food and Trees for Africa
that have been planted. The site has been fenced
but there is continuous vandalism - the group
is contemplating putting up a shack in the site
to have someone watching the property. The
group also intends to put up an irrigation system
(a borehole and some drip lines) as well as some
tunnels to intensify crop production.

• BOTSHABELO
UNEMPLOYED
MOVEMENT (BUM) –
FOOD GARDENS AND
INLAND FISHERS
Through the agroecology programme BUM is
mobilizing and capacitating the community
with skills to start food gardens. BUM in
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Botshabelo West have successfully helped 60
households to sustain food gardens during
C-19. This was made possible through the
Farmer to Farmer extension programme.
BUM also intervened in organising fishermen
around Botshabelo and the management of
the dam where they fish, and assisted in the
formation of a fishers’ forum, aimed at fighting
for the rights of inland fishers.
We have also successfully rolled out the
programme of agroecology in schools and started
working with 15 schools in Bloemfontein. MATLA
Primary school is used as a training facility. In
Botshabelo West, 35 households have harvested
their cash crops successfully and have cleanedup the land in preparation for the coming
planting season. The poultry project managed
to distribute free range chickens (rooster and
hen) to 20 household members. We now plan to
partner with the Department of Basic Education
to implement agroecology in schools. We plan to
have competition in all schools participating in
the agroecology programme.

• FREE STATE FIELD VISIT
A field visit was undertaken by TCOE staff
(Research and Food Sovereignty streams) to
the FS Inyanda members (BUM and FSRWA) in
October 2020, to conduct participatory research,
monitoring and evaluation and give advice
on issues affecting small-scale farmers. The
visit’s focuses were on livestock producers, land
tenure patterns, water access and support from
government.
The first visit was to Mr. Montsi, a member of BUM
and a farmer in Botshabelo East. He has a kraal on
a municipal commonage, a cattle post commonly
known as ‘masakeng’. The farmers are organised
in a forum that has a standing committee that
admits any new entrants. Besides cattle, farmers
also rear sheep, goats, pigs and horses. We then
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visited a cooperative (6 women and 4 men)
This was followed by visits to homestead food
gardens and livestock farmers in Thaba Nchu.
The small sizes of the plots prevent a meaningful
impact on household food supply and producers
were advised to look at accessing more land
for food production. Farmers mentioned lack
of access to markets, stating that that the only
abattoir nearby has stringent measures for
suppliers and in most farmers’ view, this is a ploy
to exclude them in favour of white commercial
producers.
We also visited FSRWA initiatives. They have
recently acquired a 25-ha piece of land for
production, close to a perennial river. The FSRWA
was in the process of reviving the vandalised
fence and had plants to install a borehole and
water storage tank. There is also a plan to beef up
security on the farm. The coordinator for FSRWA
has played an integral part in mobilising livestock
farmers to join Inyanda.
Botshabelo Livestock Forum Meeting: We had
been told that there are 600 livestock farmers,
organised in different forums. The meeting with
this forum was to introduce TCOE and Inyanda to
the forum and understand how the forum works.
Present were representatives of 11 commonages
around Botshabelo, the South African Police
Service (SAPS) as well as FSRWA.
Challenges were identified: stock theft; no or poor
infrastructure, including access to water and poor
road infrastructure; government interference
in the affairs of commonages undermining the
authority of elected committees; poor access
to land- commonage land is not sufficient,
considering the increase in the number of
livestock and the impossibility to observe animal
health protocols, including quarantining sick
animals; the limitations of insecurity of tenure
linked to the PTO certificates to encourage
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while the excess is sold to the surrounding
communities. The communities depend
on and use both marine and land
resources. In land fields these small-scale
producers produce their main staple
crop - maize – and fruit trees (e.g. mango,
guava, avocado pear and banana).

development of infrastructure. Currently there is
no structured market. The Botshabelo Livestock
Farmers’ Forum unanimously agreed to join the
Inyanda National Land Movement.

UPDATE ON EASTERN CAPE
COASTAL LINKS
•
•

There has been great activity along the
Eastern Cape coast. Small-scale fishers
have been struggling for access to
marine resources. Two campaigns have
been organised by the women and men
fisherfolk to defend their access to the sea
resources: some are used for food security

Proposed Partnership with Abalone
Fishers: The CLEC reps also reported an
incident of an Abalone fishing company
which wanted to partner with the local
community. The partnership would see
CLEC getting 49% and the company
getting 51% of all profits made from sales.
The community got suspicious when they

The above pictures depict Coastal Links livelihoods throughout the year
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saw that the contract that they were given
to sign was different from the one sent to
the Department of Agriculture Forestry
and Fisheries. This led them to ask for the
assistance of TCOE/Zingisa. They were
advised not to sign anything which they
do not understand and were linked to the
Legal Resource Centre (LRC) and Rhodes
University, who are continuing to advise
and conducting further research into this
matter. Further details can also be found
under the Movement Building report.

UPDATE ON LIMPOPO
The MFA got permission from the local Traditional
Authority to expand the agroecology plot by an
extra 17 ha. The plan is to mobilise for and erect
a fence all round. One ha of the initial 3ha has
already been cleared.
MFA made a request that each farmer should
dedicate a certain amount of land for the
production of produce that would assist to ease
the burden of starvation amongst our community
members. MFA also agreed that nurseries must
be used for the production of vegetables to
support those in need until the end of the
lockdown. Due to C-19 lockdown movement
restrictions the MFA encouraged people and
farmers to produce healthy food in their places of
residence. The strategy led to an increase in the
food gardens, and the MFA visited 90 households
in 4 villages, giving priority to specific aspects
of agroecology practically implementable in
homestead gardeners, incorporating rain and
grey water harvest, making compost and liquid
manure. MFA also promoted the introduction of
free range (indigenous) chicken and were in the
process of establishing working relationships
with local schools as some give land access to
landless women.
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UPDATE ON WESTERN CAPE
- MAWUBUYE
The guardians of the four operating nurseries
have assisted in forming nursery committees
that will be assisting in distributing seedlings to
start more food gardens. The nurseries also keep
records on to whom they distribute seedlings.
Since the beginning of 2020 the year some of the
communities were unable to plant due to the
water restrictions. However in Robertson there
was enormous growth in the number of food
gardens. We had one open day held in Zolani,
raising awareness on land access, food gardens
and the need to build the organisation. Seeds
and seedlings were shared.
The compost site in Genadendale is producing
“biochar” (made from charcoal and cattle manure)
and assisting food gardens in the community.
The Robertson group also started producing
compost (“bokasi”)last year and has been able to
share it with the food gardens when they collect
seedlings. The worm farming is in progress and
will start a worm from at the nursery in Zolani.
In partnership with the Breede-Gouritz
Catchment Management Agency (BGCMA) we
distributed another 29 rainwater harvesting
tanks to 3 towns in the Langeberg Municipality
(Mcgregor, Zolani and Robertson).
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UPDATE ON THE NORTHERN
CAPE - AE TRAINING W/SHOP
The Northern Cape Coalition is one of Inyanda’s
new members, showing great interest in
agroecology and engaging in emancipatory
struggles. A training workshop on agroecology
was conducted between the 4th and 7th of
November 2020, in Kuruman. There were 76
participants (57 women and 19 men). The
workshop had to be conducted in two places
due to the large number of interested people,
and also considering the distance some of
the participants would have to travel. The first
workshop was held in Kagung and the second
in Esperanza. In both places it was found that
there were people already saving seeds, and
that some of the local traditional agricultural
practices (such as crop rotation and rainwater
harvesting) are the same as those promoted by
agroecology principles. The agroecology training
has given rise to a 5% increase in homestead and
community food gardens.

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
DURING C-19
Similarly to the whole of TCOE the lockdown also
forced the Food Sovereignty stream to relook at
its strategy to communicate with farmers - using
media such as WhatsApp, Facebook and Zoom - to
find out to what extent C-19 and restrictions had
affected the small-scale producers. In meetings
held it was noted that most of the farmers were
even afraid to work in their fields for fear of the
virus.
Monitoring and evaluation was done over the
phone in most cases, with limitations due to
unavailability of smart phones that can take
pictures and download certain apps, poor
network connectivity, lack of airtime and data.
Only later was the organisation able to apply for
permits that enabled some staff to move around
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assisting fellow farmers. The period saw the
food sovereignty stream developing a database
collection tool to consolidate an Inyanda farmers’
database.

FOOD PARCELS
With restricted movements imposed during
C-19 some poor families who used to subsidise
their income by embarking on other nonfarming businesses were affected. This left
many vulnerable families with very little or no
food at all during the period of lockdown. Such
families were identified and supported with food
parcels. Some of the components in these food
parcels were bought from Inyanda’s small-scale
producers.

FARMER DISASTER
RELIEF FUND
The Food Sovereignty Stream played an
important role in assisting some of the smallscale farmers to apply for disaster relief from
the Department of Agriculture. However, the
process excluded a lot of farmers as it required
a minimum annual turnover of R20 000. Efforts
were undertaken to try and persuade the
government that there are different categories of
farmers with varied needs. The application form
also did not take into consideration other than
conventional models of agricultural production.
This is reflected in some of the inputs suggested
to farmers on the form. Successful applicants
received vouchers of between R20 000 and
R50 000 each, depending on the size of the
enterprise. Another challenge with this fund was
that it only catered for one enterprise, regardless
of how many enterprises the farmer had applied
for. Livestock farmers, mainly poultry farmers,
benefitted more than crop farmers. For example,
only 26 MFA farmers accessed the vouchers while
only 8 Ilizwi Lamafama members were successful.
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We are currently working on a support plan to
livestock farmers to reduce much dependence
on unreliable government support. Small-scale
farmers have been assisted to apply for another
call by the Department towards the end of the
year. The call aimed at supporting different
commodity farmers with inputs.

FARMER-TO-FARMER
EXCHANGE VISIT - EASTERN
CAPE/ WESTERN CAPE
This exchange visit took place between the 22nd
and 24th October 2020 with a refresher training
in agroecology in Suurbraaak on the first day,
with 15 participants, 4 being from the Eastern
Cape. There was also some practical training at
the aquaponics site. Planting was also done in
tyres to show that those with very limited land
access can still produce their own food.
The following day the farmers did a field visit to
Barrydale. One visit was to the homestead using
a tunnel made from recycled plastic bottles. The
tunnel is used for production of seedlings as
well as cucumbers. The farmer also grows frost
sensitive plants (e.g. tomatoes and green peppers)
around her compost, to protect them from frost
during winter. Chickens, kept in the middle of the
garden, help pest control as fertilise the soil. The
other site visited was also a homestead which
propagates trees and vegetable seedlings. This
farmer is quite skilled in grafting and budding
and he will be able to train other farmers in our
movement on these propagation methods.

the 20th and the 30th of October 2020. Different
groups of farmers brought their produce for
exhibition in pre-arranged stalls. The activities
created platforms for small-scale producers
to share information, challenges, experiences,
indigenous seeds and other materials, create
awareness on climate change and link to
consumers. One of the celebrations was in Zolani,
during the E. Cape/W. Cape farmer-to farmer
exchange visit. Different speakers spoke on the
importance of producing our own food and on
the rights of women, including access to land for
food production.

ACHIEVEMENTS
•

•

•
•

•

•

WORLD FOOD DAY
COMMEMORATIONS
This year World Food Day celebrations were
localised and were used to reach out to new areas.
Nationally, the events were conducted between
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•

Strengthened partnership with strategic
organisations e.g., Rhodes University
on Environmental Awareness and
Agroecology and ACB.
BUM secured partnership with Woolworths
whereby they were given 7 tunnels and
Tiger brands which supplied seeds and
tools, in the period under review.
A 30% increase in the number of
agroecological food gardens nationally.
We have established 5 new community
gardens, Zoar, Riviersonderend, Swellendam,
Zolani and Genadendale. Two of the
community gardens are based at school
and the children are being encouraged to
participate in all activities.
Since the onset of lockdown, 50 more
food gardens have been established
nationally, and families have access to
fresh vegetables for their diets.
Built 2 more nurseries for Ilizwi Lamafama.
One of the nurseries is already in production
and servicing the surrounding communities.
Three of our cooperatives from the Greater
Giyani Municipality were successful in
accessing R150 000.00 each from the
municipality LED. The money is to be used
for purchasing farming equipment.
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•

•

•

•

The commencement of operations at the
MFA agroecology learning and training
site are a great stride.
We have assisted Xitlakati Development
Forum to stop the chief from granting
illegal permission for extension of the farm
which they still demand that it should be
given back to them.
On organisational growth, we saw more
unemployed graduates and ex-offenders
come to join BUM.
We have managed to recruit Botshabelo
livestock farmers forum into Inyanda.

CONCLUSION
Food Sovereignty work continues to play an
integral part in improving the livelihoods of
small-scale famers and fishers in both rural
and sub-urban areas. If well-coordinated,
agroecology can be the best tool for building
the movement of the rural and peri-urban
areas. However, more still needs to be done in
fighting for land and marine resources access
and having diversified production systems e.g.,
incorporating both aquaculture and aquaponics
enterprises as well as apiculture (bee keeping),
vermiculture and mushroom production.
The stream is also going to focus as well on
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mobilisation of livestock.
The objectives of the Food Sovereignty stream
for 2020 were to enhance food security and food
sovereignty, land and water acquisition for crop
and livestock farming, build capacity of smallscale farmers and small-scale fishers, strengthen
alliances with partners and establish a working
committee that would be working with the
nurseries as well as the food gardens.
Rains received in the first quarter gave some slight
relief to all producers, including crop, livestock
and small-scale fishers. The establishment of
the Agri-Park in Dimbaza, which is in progress,
is going to open more markets for the smallscale farmers. There was also a call to farmers
in the Amatole District Municipality to commit
themselves to supply white maize to the milling
company located in the park. We have cautioned
our farmers to make sure that they will not be
manipulated in the process. Efforts are also being
made to ensure that the small- scale farmers who
are producing non-GM maize are incentivized.
Sovereignty Stream worked with other streams
and strategic partners to continue advancing
food production, traditional seeds and livestock
and land access and productive use.
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RESEARCH
Research
WORK
Work
IN2020
2020
in
In 2020 we engaged in research that
involves not only the researcher/s, but
also encouraged the active participation
of rural people. The research contributed
to communities or organs of civil society
taking actions around the issues identified
in the research process. Below we highlight
research activities that contributed to
actions by communities and organs of civil
society.
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Water crisis and mobilisation
of rural communities
In 2020, the TCOE conducted a study on the
state of water provisioning in the Eastern Cape.
This was a second study after the one conducted
in 2019. The 2020 study was in response to the
C-19 outbreak, and the aim was to find how poor
communities were coping with the pandemic.
“(T)he top-down approach by government in
responding to the C-19 crisis is creating more
challenges than solutions. It does not empower
communities to build resilience and be co-owners
of strategies to deal with the C-19 pandemic.
The government’s interventions also expose its
inability to change people’s lives and to bring
about the promised “better life for all”. Therefore,
the study focused on: attempts to understand
the government’s interventions to deal with the
water crisis, the impact of interventions such as
the catchment management forums, people’s
strategies and experiences in addressing their
water needs and the strategies and tactics the
movements embark on to meet the water needs
beyond C-19.
The study highlights serious Water and Sanitation
failures by various levels of government. Villages
such as Jekezi around Ngqamakwe, under the
Mnquma Local Municipality were without water
and had to get water delivered by tankers.
However, because the water tankers deliver
water at certain points, the distances and slopes
marginalised people with disabilities who
had to hire people to fetch them water (p. 18).
Similarly, the Umzimvubu Local Municipality
failed to provide support to communities such
as the Elubhacweni village in Mount Frere. The
community remained without water for a long
time. In Upper Ngqumeya, in Keiskamahoek,
where the Sandile Dam is built the residents were
sharing water from the river with livestock. Even
the JoJo tanks that were delivered six months
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into the pandemic have been at the home of a
community development worker. These are just
some of the examples of how the government has
dealt with the challenges pose by the pandemic.

Profiling small-scale
producers within the
Inyanda National
Land Movement
There are 17 case studies in the report, which
reflect two categories of producers based on
their production models. Five of the case studies
fall in the first category, with production mainly
oriented towards formal markets. The other
twelve case studies fall in the second category,
characterised by its focus on production for
household consumption and only selling the
surplus. The report highlights the extent of
their operations, challenges and strategies for
overcoming these. A common challenge is lack
of access to water, due to non-provision by
government and or drought, which affected the
production processes.
The profiling exercise also highlighted a
serious lack of or limited state support to smallscale producers. This impacts on their level of
production and their ability to market produce.
Key in this was the poor road infra-structure
which creates difficulties in transporting produce
from the villages to urban centres. Furthermore,
the government, especially municipalities, do not
facilitate local economic development by
creating outlets for agricultural inputs. Most of
the producers have to travel to urban areas to
get inputs.
Despite the challenges, the profiling reflected the
tremendous efforts of producers. The average
land the producers operate on is about 10ha.
However, the majority of those mostly producing
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for household consumption, operate on 50x50
metre plots and communal gardens. The study
showed that most of the small producers are
part of the food sovereignty campaign. Thus,
the producers play an extremely important
role in ensuring household food security and
indigenous seed protection. Those producing on
the 10ha tend to produce for formal markets.
The study highlighted serious challenges among
the producers in recording their production
processes. The weakness in recording production
makes it difficult to reflect the revenue of the
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producers. This highlighted a need to develop a
system of recording production.

Access and secure right
to land and other natural
resources
Access and secure rights to land and other
natural resources remains a constant challenge
for people on farms and in coastal areas. During
2020, the TCOE research stream dealt with several
cases.
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Support to small-scale
fishers in the Wild Coast
The year opened with Coastal Links experiencing
serious threats from a company that wants access
to the marine space in the Wild Coast. Our support
was to a certain extent made difficult because of
the C-19 regulations, which limited movement
and meetings. Nevertheless, meetings with
members of Coastal Links were held from the
beginning of September to the beginning of
November 2020. The initial meeting, held at the
SASSA Hall at Nombanjana in Centane with 30
participants, was with the Research and Food
Sovereignty work stream early in September,
after a call for assistance in understanding a
“Memorandum of Understanding” (MOU) with
Wild Coast Abalone Ranching who wanted to be
in partnership with the fishers. Because of the
way the document was formulated, members
of Coastal Links were advised not to sign the
document, but to seek legal advice. The National
Office unsuccessfully asked for assistance of the
lawyers from Benchmark Foundation.
In the two days follow-up engagement in
Butterworth, members of Coastal Links were
provided with more information on the history
of the Company. A documentary on the
company was shown and Jackie Sunde also
provided background information, via zoom,
about abalone ranching and the implications for
small-scale fishers. Participants in the workshop
requested that another meeting be organised
with the Company to discuss the MOU. About 40
participants from coastal areas stretching from
Lusikisiki, in the north east, to Hamburger, in the
south west, attended the workshop.
During the workshop, we were joined by a
manager from the Mnquma Local Municipality
and the manager of the Constituency Office
in Butterworth. There were strong calls for the
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involvement of the municipality in the process.
Participants also complained about the dubious
role the Department of Environment, Fisheries
and Forestry (DEFF) plays in the fishing industry.
Participants felt that the officials were not
protecting the small-scale fishers, but favouring
the company. A follow-up meeting that would
involve the Company, DEFF, the municipality,
representatives from relevant departments at
Rhodes University and TCOE was called for.
The follow-up meeting, held on 4 November
2020 in the municipal Council Chamber in
Butterworth, was attended by 40 people, coming
from all the coastal areas of the Eastern Cape.
Executive Mayor, two councillors, LED officials,
three DEFF representatives and a representative
of the Constituency Office attended the meeting.
Although expected, Rhodes University and the
Company did not show up in the meeting.
In support of the fishers, the Executive Mayor
agreed that the Company had been stopped
from forcing the fishers to sign the MOU and that
its negative attitude and approach also needed
to be addressed. The Executive Mayor undertook
to work with Coastal Links in taking the matter
up with DEFF and various stakeholders in the
coastal area.
Interventions by politicians in the small-scale
fishing sector pose dangers of capture and or
hijacking. The interventions may be influenced
by personal interests from the politicians and
businesspeople. Thus, a close monitoring of the
developments is important.

Support to farm dwellers
in Sakhisizwe
In February 2020 farm dwellers from the
Beestekraal farming area engaged in
demonstrations to highlight lack of services from
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the municipality. With youth leading, the struggle
focused on the municipality’s failure to provide
services such as water, housing and electricity
in the area, as well as the lack of health services
and of secure rights to land. They demanded a
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meeting with the municipality and the relevant
Departments. Through a series of meetings with
the farm dwellers, the TCOE research stream
supported them to clarify issues and to formulate
demands that were compiled into a petition. We
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further supported them in organising a march to
hand the petition to the Speaker of the Sakhisizwe
Municipality. In turn, the Speaker organised
representatives of the relevant departments to
respond to the petition, but only the Speaker and
some councillors as well as a representative of
the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform (DRDLR) turned up for the meeting.
As usual, the Speaker and the official from DRDLR
made unfulfilled promises during the meeting.
For instance, the Speaker promised to organise
follow-up meetings for the farm dwellers to
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engage their ward councillor and the affected
departments. This never happened. Although
the outbreak of C-19 and the subsequent
limiting regulations contributed to this failure,
the Speaker never made attempts to re-engage
even after relaxation of restrictions. The same
applies to the representative of the DRDLR, who
had promised to conduct a workshop on the
Extension of Security of Tenure Act (ESTA) and to
explore possibilities of assisting the dwellers to
acquire a farm.
One of the outcomes of the march was the
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development of unity among the farm dwellers,
especially the youth. Unhappy about the lack of
job opportunities, the youth targeted a company
that was contracted to fix the road from Cala to
Ngcobo, demanding they be employed. When
the company ignored them, the youth disrupted
the company’s work by digging the potholes the
company had fixed. They also threatened the
company’s workers, forcing it to employ more
than 10 young people from the area.
These are matters that must be taken up in
2021, especially the acquisition of land for the
farm dwellers. This issue keeps rearing its head.
Towards the end of 2020, two members of the
April family – husband and wife – were fatally shot
whilst planting on the land they have been using.
The incident happened after a confrontation
between the members and the owner of the
farm a day earlier, who wanted to stop the family
from ploughing the plot in preparation for
planting. The following morning the two family
members were shot by two unknown assailants.
Worse still, the farm owner also refused to grant
the members’ children permission to bury their
parents on the farm. The issue was decided in
favour of the farm dwellers by the court in Elliot.
We had to provide support by lobbying the
DRDLR to provide legal services to the farm
dwellers. As mentioned already the struggle
boosted the confidence of the farm dwellers,
especially the youth, and it has been a shortterm victory for the farm dwellers. A long-term
solution is needed for acquisition of land by the
farm dwellers.

Support to the Free State
RWA and the Botshabelo
Unemployed Movement
Between 29 September and 1 October, two
staff members (from the Research and the
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Food Sovereignty work streams) visited FSRWA
and BUM. The aim was to assess the operations
of small-scale producers in the Free State that
are affiliates of Inyanda - FSRWA and BUM. On
the first day, we visited women producers of
FSRWA that produce mainly vegetables in their
gardens.
We also saw the sterling efforts of members
of BUM in food production, also in backyard
gardens. Some members of BUM in Botshabelo
have a co-operative and produce vegetables in a
garden within the commonage. Very interesting
was their approach to division of labour in their
group. Women are expected to work shorter
hours in the garden to allow them to attend to
other household chores. Also interesting was
how the members of BUM in the co-operative
started chicken rearing. They shared and bred
chickens donated by a member. The members
monitor each other through household visits
to view and provide advice. This seems to have
helped to see the chickens increase in numbers
in each member’s household.
Stock theft was one of the challenges of the
farmers in the commonage. They blamed this in
the involvement of the Lesotho national herders
in the area. There is suspicion that they have a
syndicate that steals the livestock and take it
across the borders. The police are also accused of
not acting against reported cases of stock theft.

Conceptualisation and
co-ordination of the book
project
There was also time spent to conceptualise
with Professor Ntsebeza the production of a
book about TCOE and small-scale producers.
The research team also spent time, working
individually on chapters for the book. This also
involved communication with other
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contributors to the book to produce abstracts
and later work on their chapters. Indeed, six
contributors had submitted chapters by the end
of 2020. Given the timing of the book project,
we agreed to aim for March 2021 for production
of a manuscript.
The intention is to divide the book into two parts.
The main section will contain case studies based
on research, showing what is happening in some
affiliates. The other section consists of detailed
and descriptive reports based on field visits to
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the various affiliates of Inyanda.

Conclusion
The eruption of the C-19 and lockdown
regulations impacted on how we carried out our
work during 2020 – they meant that there could
be no community meetings or contact sessions
with community leaders. Yet, work had to be
done as poor people continued to face various
challenges associated with poor service delivery
and corruption. For instance, lack of water meant
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inability of people to clean their hands regularly.
Lack and or poor services also affected the ability
of small-scale producers to provide fresh produce
to their households as well as the markets. Yet,
access to land and proper support for small-scale
producers is critical given the economic crisis
which means poverty affects more families.
Indeed, the various research initiatives in the
midst of the difficulties of the C19 pandemic
highlight the importance of household food
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production. The profiles of small landholders
show that there is production despite the
difficulties due to the lack of access to water
and infra-structure as the cases of members of
Coastal Links in the Wild Coast, Limpopo and
the Free State show. These challenges point
to the general lack of support from the state
and the need for an internal strategy within
Inyanda to implement more strategically
the idea of the farmer-to-farmer support
programme.
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Trust for Community
Income and Expenditure Statement
18 404 935.00

INCOME
Grants

18 297 505.00

Donations and Sundry Income

107 430.00
1 825 864.00

ADMINISTRATION COST
Catering and Cleaning

103 845.00

Bank Charges

74 881.00

Telephone and Fax

159 313.00

Equipment and Computer Expenses

439 352.00

Insurance

258 840.00

Audit Fees

261 921.00

Fundraising

36 859.00

Office Accommodation

246 580.00

Petrol and Motor Vehicle Expenses
Depreciation of Assets
Repairs and Maintenance

34 952.00
195 346.00
13 975.00

NPO Registration Number: 010-229-NPO
Trust Registration Number: 2848/83
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Outreach & Education
for the year ending 2020
PROGRAMME COST
Annual Report
Equipment Rental and Maintenance

13 584 339.00
52 025.00
253 000.00

Stationery and Printing

64 545.00

Stationery and Printing

396 468.00

Programme Costs

13 214 769.00

PERSONNEL EXPENSES

3 200 014.00

Salaries and Contributions

2 927 795.00

Provision for Leave pay

146 950.00

Compensation commissioner

40 093.00

Staff Development

85 176.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR 2019
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR 2019

18 610 217.00
(205 282.00)

Administration Cost
Programme Cost
Personnel Expenses

Financial Report
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Donor Acknowledgements
The TCOE Collective and all the communities that we work with would like to express
our gratitude to the following donor partners who have continued to support us in our
journey of development.

TRUST FOR COMMUNITY OUTREACH & EDUCATION
Australia People For Health, Education and Development Abroad Inc. (APHEDA)
Global Aktion
Arbetarnas Bilningsforbund (ABF)
Afrika Group of Sweden (AGS)
Bread For the World-Protestant Development Services
Both Ends
Comite Catholique Contre La Faim De (CCFD)
DKA Austria
Fastenopher
Global Fund
Mama Cash
Norwegian People’s Aid (NPA)
Olof Palme International Center (OPC)
Open Society Initiative for South Africa (OSISA)
Rosa Luxemburg Foundation
South Africa Development Fund
Thousand Currents
Tshintsa Amakhaya
Southern African Trust
Why Hunger

We take this opportunity to thank all our donors and partners for fruitful collaboration in 2020
The Annual Financial Statements and Donor Acknowledgements include a thank you from the
Rural Women’s Assembly and CSAAWU
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TCOE
Trust for Community Outreach
and Education

Durban Road, Mowbray, Cape Town
P O Box 323 Athlone 7760
Telephone: (O21) 685 3033
Email: info@tcoe.org.za
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